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ABSTRACT
CANTOR SET APPROXIMATIONS
AND
DIMENSION COMPUTATIONS IN HYPERSPACES

lVlatthew G. Zapf
June 24, 2011

Givell

(1

metric space (K, d), the hyperspace of K is defined by
lHl(K) = {F s;;;: K: F is compact, F

f

0},

lHl( K) is itself a metric space under the Hausdorff nwtric du ,

Hyperspaces

have been extensively studied by topologists since the 1970's, but the measuretheoretical study of hyperspaces has lagged, Boardman and Goodey concurrelltly
provided a characterization of a one-parameter family of Hausdorff gauge functions
that determine the dimension of lHl([O, 1]), and this result was extended by l\IcClure
to IPl(X) where X is a self-similar fractal satisfying the Open Set Condition.
This dissertation further generalizes these results to include graph-selfsimilar and self-conformal fractals satisfying the Open Set Condition in ]Rd, In
Chapter 2 it is shown that the dimensions of the underlying fractals may be approximated by the dimensions of sets invariant under particularly com;tructed subiterated function systems that satisfy the Strong Separation Condition. In Chapter
:3, a one-parameter family of gauge funci ions is constructed which computes the
dimensions of the h,yperspaces of graph-self-similar sets that satisfy the Strong

IV

Separation Condition, after which the approximations of Chapter 2 are applied to
extend the result to graph-self-similar sets which satisfy the Open Set Condition.
The analogolls results for self-conformal sets that satisfy the Open Set Condition
are developed in Chapter 4.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Given a metric space (K, d), the hyperspace of K is defined by

JHI(K)

= {F

~

K: F is compact, F

i= 0}.

JHI(K) is itself a metric space under the Hausdorff metric dH , and is complete (resp.
compact) given that K is complete (resp. compact). It is an interesting problem
to study the relationship of a hyperspace JHI(K) to its underlying metric space K,
and much topological study of hyperspaces has taken place since the 1970's as well
as some dimensional study (see the discussion at the beginning of Chapter 3). For
our purposes, we wish to address the following question: Given a fractal K, can
one derive the dimension of JHI(K) from the dimension of K? In particular, can we
do this if K is the attractor of a suitable iterated function system?
We will address this question for the special cases of graph-directed IFS
consisting of similitudes and IFS consisting of conformal maps. We now outline
the arguments of this dissertation. The reader may wish to consult the fiow chart
in Figure 1.1 as well as the theorem mapping in Figure 1.2 to aid in clarifying the
fiow of our arguments.
Chapter 1 gives an overview of fractal geometry, including classical theorems
that we will use in our arguments. Section 1.1 reviews the necessary classical notation and results from fractal geometry, Section 1.2 reviews the necessary measure
theory and fractal dimension theory, and Section 1.3 reviews the particular
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(1) IFS
satisfying

(4) Gap analysis

ase

(5) Dimension
(2) sub-IFS
satisfying

computation for

sse

lHI(K) , sse case

ff·-- - --

(3) Dimension

(6) Dimen'ion
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H( K),

:

ase case

FIG URE 1.1 - Outline of thesis arguments.

Box

Pertinent definitions / lemmas / theorems

(1)

De6nitions 5, 9

(2)

§2. 1.1 , §2.2, §2.3 all definitions

(3)

§2.1.1, §2.2 , §2.3 all lemmas / theorems

(4)

Lemma 3.1 , Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1 , 4.2
-

-'

(5)

Lemmas 3.2 , 3.3 , 4.1 , 4.2 , Theorems 3.1, 4.1

(6)

Theorems 3.2, 4.2

FI G URE 1. 2 - Mapping of theorems to the flow chart in Figure 1.1.

2

dimension computations for various types of fractals.

In Chapters 2 through 4, we perform an analysis of the gaps between the
cylinders in the geometric constructions of the fractals. We give a general result·
that gives conditions for which the diameters of the sets in a covering of the fractal
are small enough with respect to the sets relative distances in order to insure some
nice geometric properties (Lemma 3.1). We then perform case specific analyses on
the graph-directed and self-conformal fractals, respectively, in order to apply the
general lemma (Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2).
With the appropriate geometric properties in hand, we proceed to construct
measures on the fractals. We do this by constructing coverings that were consistent
with the aforementioned gap analyses, and then by constructing measures relative
to these coverings which satisfied a particular boundedness condition (Lemmas 3.3,
4.2). The properties of these measures allow us to apply a known density lemma
to compute the dimensions of the hyperspaces (Theorems 3.1, 4.1).
Finally, we construct approximations of more general fractals by choosing
sub-IPS that satisfy some appropriately chosen geometric conditions. We show that
the dimensions of the sub-attractors given by the sub-IFS in fact approximate the
dimensions of the big attractors (Theorems 2.2, 4.1) which allows us to generalize
these results further (Theorems 3.2, 4.1).

1.1

Review of Fractal Geometry

The techniques and argnments of fractal geometry have a very distinctive
flavor, as well as a distinctive notation. We review here the notation and results
that will be used in the arguments in Chapters 2, 3 and 4.

3

1.1.1

Iterated Function Systems
We introduce here the notion of an iterated function system (or IFS) and

discuss some examples. There is a vast literature on the study of IFSs with the
first systematic account being Hutchinson's seminal paper [30].
Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let

{We}eEE

(for some finite set E)

be a collection of contractive maps from X into itself. To say that

f

is contractive

is to say there exists a constant r E (0, 1) such that

d(J(x),f(Y))::; rd(x,y)
for all x, y EX. In the case of the collection
associated to the map

We

{We} eEE,

we define the ratio r e

to be the minimum of all constants satisfying the above

inequality. We call :F = {X, We}eEE an iterated function system (IFS). Along
with a metric space and an IFS, we wish to consider the solution to the selfreferential equation

K =

U we(K).
eEE

Such a solution, which tends to be the fractal object of study, will be called the

invariant set for the IFS. It is easy to see that finding the solution to the selfreferential equation K =

JHI(X). Given the maps

U We (K)

We :

X

---7

may be phrased as a fixed point problem on

X, we may define W : JHI(X)

l¥(A) =

---7

JHI(X) by

Uwe(A).
eEE

Each we(A) is nonempty and compact by continuity of We, and since a finite union
of compact sets is compacL TV is well-defined. It is a simple exercise to show
that W is a contractive map on JHI(X) under dH given that each

We

is contractive

on X. The existence and uniqueness of the invariant set then follows from the

4

Contraction Mapping Principle. l
A very broad class of fractal sets may be defined using IFSs, the full extent
of which is far from understood. We will take the time now to introduce some of
the widely studied subclasses and give some examples. We assume throughout this
dissertation (unless otherwise noted) that X

c

]Rd

is compact and X

= int(X),

where int(-) denotes the interior. 2
The simplest situation arises when the IFS maps are similitudes whose
images satisfy a disjointness condition known as the strong separation condition
(SSC). We formally define these two concepts with the following definitions.
DEFINITION 1. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let

f :X

~ X.

We call

f a

similitude if there exists a constant c > 0 such that
d(f(x), f(y)) = cd(x, y)

for each x, y E X.
DEFINITION 2. vVhen an IFS

F consists of similitudes we will refer to it as a

self-similar IFS. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let F
be an IFS with unique invariant set K

<;;;;

= {X, We}eEE

X. We say that F satisfies the strong

separation condition if w e1 (K) n w e2 (K) =

0 whenever

el

i- e2.

The IFS that constructs the classical Cantor Middle-Third Set is the canonical example of an IFS satisfying the SSC (see Figure l.3). Consider the following
maps from [0, 1] into itself:
and
IThe use of the Contraction Mapping Principle to show existence and uniqueness of invariant
sets and measures was first illtroduced in [30].
2The assumption that X

= int(X) is necessary for conformal dimension computations

(see [44]).
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FIGURE l.3 - The first five iterations in the construction of C.
It is easily checked that the unique compact set satisfying the self-referential equa-

tion

is the Cantor Middle-Third Set. It is also clear that

Wl(C) n W2(C) = (C n [0, 1/3]) n (C n [2/3,1]) = 0
so that the IFS satisfies SSC.
A more complicated situation arises when the IFS maps are still similitudes,
but the images of the maps are no longer assumed to be disjoint. If it is assumed
that the images don't have too much overlap, we say the IFS satisfies the open
set condition (OSC). This description is made precise with t he following definition

first given in [30].
DEFINITION 3. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let :F

be an IFS. If there exists an open set U
l.

~

= {X , We}eEE

X such that

U we(U) ~ U, and
eEE

whenever e] =I- e2, then we say that :F satisfies the open set condition.

6

FIGURE 1.4 - Sierpiriski Triangle
The canonical example in this situation is the famous Sierpiriski Triangle.
Define the triangle with side length 1 to be the following region

T = conv { (0,0), (1/2, v'3/2) , (1 , 0)} C ]R2
where conv denotes the closed convex hull. For i

= 1,2,3 consider the following

maps from T into itself:

where

There is a unique invariant set 7

c

T which we call the Sierpinski Triangle that

satisfies

7
One can easily see that

= wI(7 ) u w2(7) u w3(7).

W i (7

) n Wj (7 )

"I 0 for i "I

j, since the smaller triangles

intersect at the corners, hence the SierpiIlski IFS does not satisfy the SSC. However,
it is likewise easy to see that the IFS {T, WI , W2 , W3} satisfies the OSC with U
int(T).

7

=

It is often important for technical reasons to have the open set U intersect
the invariant set K non-trivially. This added condition is important enough to
warrant the naming of an autonomous separation condition, namely the strong
open set condition (SOSC), which was first discussed in [32].
DEFINITION 4. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let :F

=

{X, We}eEE

be an IFS satisfying the OSC with unique invariant set K. If the open set U from
the OSC satisfies U

n K -I- 0, then we say that :F satisfies the strong open set

condition.
It may seem counterintuitive that an IFS could satisfy the OSC but not the
SOSC. As one's intuition tends to work in R d , this intuition is warranted given the
following result of A. Schief, which may be found in [47].
THEOREM 1.1. Let:F

:F satisfies the

= {Rd, Wi}eEE be an IFS consisting of similitudes. Then

asc if and only ~f it satisfies the sase.

This theorem was extended to strongly connected GDIFS (see Definition 5)
in [50] and to conformal maps in Rd in [44], facts that will play crucial roles in the
results of this dissertation. As might be expected, it is not necessarily the case
that the OSC and the SOSC are equivalent when we move to more general metric
spaces.:3 A precise characterization of when the OSC and the SOSC are equivalent
is still an open question, however.
Numerous other separation conditions have been studied, including the Finite Type Condition, the Measure Separation Condition and the Weak Separation
Condition. V/e will not discuss these conditions here, but the interested reader

may consult [24], [33], [42], [47].
3 An

example of a GDIFS which is not strongly connected and satisfies the

sose, is given in

[50].

8

ose, but not the

FIG URE 1.5 - A Mauldin-Williams Graph and Invariant Set List
We now consider a different generalization of IFSs , namely graph directed
iterated junction systems. Graph directed constructions were introduced in [36]

and have been the subject of much tudy since. We give here the description
presented in [16] .
Consider a collection of vertices V and a collection of directed edges E, and
suppose we have functions i : E

-t

V and t : E

-t

V where i(e) and t( e) are

the initial and terminal vertices of e, respectively. Furthermore suppose we have a
function r : E

-t

(0, 1) . We call the graph G = (V, E , i, t, r) a Mauldin-W illia m s

Graph (see for example Figure 1.5).
DEFIN IT ION 5. Let (lv , dv)vEv be a collection of metric spaces (sometimes called

seed sets) and let

be contractive maps with contraction ratios r( e).

We call the system FG

. { lv, we} vE V,eE E a graph directed iter a t ed function system (G D IFS) .
We will sometimes say that FG "realizes" the Mauldin-Williams graph,
and given that FG realizes a strongly connected Mauldin-'W illiams graph, we call

9

:Fe a strongly connected GDIF8. This setup yields a collection of self-referential
equations

vEVeEEuv

for which there is a vector of solutions

(Kv)vEV

that we call the invariant set list.

Graph directed systems allow for more mixing of shapes than standard IFSs,
and as such require their own definitions for the various separation conditions.
DEFINITION 6. Let (V, E, i, t, r) be a Mauldin-Williams graph and let :Fe

{JV ' We}vEv,eEE be a realization of the graph.
1. :Fe satisfies the graph strong separation condition if we) (Jt(el)) nw e2 ( J t (e2))

ofor each el, e2 E E

v,

el

i= e2, v

E V.

2. :Fe satisfies the graph open set condition if there exist open sets

that

UeEEv we(Ut(e)) C U v

for el

=

for each v E V, where

WeI (Ut(el))

(UV)VEV

such

n w e2 (Ut (e2)) = 0

i= e2·

3. :Fe satisfies the strong graph open set condition if it satisfies the graph open

set condition and

Kv

n Uv

i= 0 for each v E V.

We will henceforth refer to the SSC, OSC, and SOSC, where it is understood
that if we are discussing a graph directed system we are referring to the above
definitions.
vVe may also consider the situation of IFSs where the maps being iterated
are not similitudes, but rather are conformal. Let x E lR?d and let L : lR?d
denote a linear operator. \Ve will here and throughout let
norm of x and

ILl

denote the operator

nonn of L.

10

---*

lR?d

Ixl denote the euclidean

Furthermore, if U ~ lR?d is open

and fECI (U), we will use the notation

IIDfl1

= sup IDf(x)1
xEU

where Df(x) denotes the Jacobian of f at x.
DEFINITION 7. Let V ~ ]Rd be open.

conformal iffor each x E V, D f(x) : ]Rd

o for every nonzero y

---?

f

A function
]Rd

satisfies

E C 1 (V) is said to be

ID f(x)· YI

=

IDf(x) Ilyl i=

E ]Rd.4

Naturally conformal IFS will consist of conformal maps. We will in fact
need a little bit more: we will need the notion of a
DEFINITION 8. Let V ~ ]Rd be open and let

f

C1+E

map.

f

is of

]Rd.

The

E C 1 (V). We say that

class C1+E(V) if there exists a constant c > 0 such that

IIDf(x)I-IDf(y)11 ::; c .Ix -

ylE

for each x, y E V.
We are now ready to give a precise definition of a conformal IFS in

theory of conforma1 IFS has been extended to much more general settings than
discussed here, in particular conformal IFSs on V, where V is a connected subset
of a Riemannian Manifold, are discussed in [43].
DEFINITION 9. Let

X

c]Rd

be compact and let Fe = {X,We}eEE be an IFS on

X. We call Fe a conformal IFS if all of the following hold:
(a) each

We

extends to a conformal map on an open, convex set V with X

c

V

4The collection of maps given by this definition technically contains both conformal and anticonformal maps. \'Thile we are slightly imprecise in our use of the term "conformal," this use is
the standard in the fractal literature (see [44]).

11

(b)

We

E Cl+E (V) for each e E E

(c) There exists 0 <

rmin

<

rmax

< 1 such that

rmin ::;

IDwe(x)1 ::;

rmax

for each

e E E, x E V

(d) :Fe satisfies the OSC with U = int(X).

Condition (c) will ensure that the maps are contractive, which insures the
existence and uniqueness of the self-conformal invariant set.

1.1.2

Symbol Spaces
It is necessary in the construction and analysis of invariant sets to have

some notational means of keeping track of the iterates. The object that serves this
purpose is known as a symbol space.
Consider a finite collection of letters (or symbols) E = {el' e2, ... , eN}' We
define the symbol space over E by

This is the collection of infinit.e sequences whose element.s are taken from E. We
will refer to (]' E EOO as a string (Eoo is sometimes referred to as a string space,
see for example [16]). We also wish to consider strings of finite length. For each
n E N we define level-n to be

and we let
00

E* =

UEn.
n=O

12

The number of elements in a finite string will be called the length of the string and
will be denoted by 10-1. It will be important to consider the restriction of strings
to a given initial length, so we introduce the notation o-In =
and 1 S n S 10-1 (with a similar definition holding for
0--

=

0-110"1~1

for

0-

0-

E

0-10-2' ..
EOO).

O-n

for

0-

E E*

We will also let

E E*. Just as important as restricting the length of a string is

the expansion of the length of a string by another finite, or infinite, string. Given
0-

E Em

and TEEn, we define the concatenation of

0-

and T to be the unique

string rJ E E* such that

We will simply write

o-T

to denote the concatenation of

similar notion of the concatenation
notion is not well defined for

0-

E

o-T

holds for

0-

E E*,

0-

and

T

E Eoo, but that this

EOO.

The notion of length induces a partial ordering on E*, namely
exists n E N such that Tin =
T

0-,

and in this case we refer to

as the descendant. In the special case that

and

T

Note that a

T.

T-

=

0-,

0-

0-

::::5 T

if there

as the ancestor and

we refer to

0-

as the parent

as the child. Lastly, we introduce the notion of a cylinder set. Let

0-

E E*

and define

Now that we have a multitude of definitions and notation out of the way,
we can introduce some metric structure onto the symbol space. There are many
ways to introduce a distance function to the symbol space, but for our purposes we
would like the metric to mimic a geometric construction in a more general metric
space. For this reason we introduce a function a : E*

-----+ jR+

that is decreasing on

each totally ordered subset of E*. As is shown in [16], so long as a is decreasing
on totally ordered subsets it induces a metric PO' on E* that satisfies PO' (0-, T) =

13

IrJl

where fJ is the greatest common ancestor of ()" and

T.

The function a will allow us to associate symbol spaces with many Cantor
spaces in a Lipschitz way. We still need a candidate for the Lipschitz map, however.
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space and let :F

= {X, We}eEE be an IFS with

unique invariant set K. For ()" E En define

For ()" E Eoo, the collection {Xaln }n21 is a nested collection of closed sets, hence
its intersection is nonempty. Let

IXI
Since each

We

IXI

denote the diameter of X, i.e.

= sup {d(.T, y) : X,Y EX}.

is uniformly contractive, we have

IXain I ----+ O.

Thus

n
00

{Xa}

=

X a1n ·

n=l

We define h :

EOO ----+

K by h( ()") =

;£a

where

Xa

is the unique element of the

countable intersection of {X al ,J n2 1 ' Notice that we can equivalently define h by

where the limit is independent of z EX.
We need a bit more notation to appropriately define h for a graph directed
system. In particular, if E denotes the collection of edges of the Mauldin-Williams
graph, then the full symbol space Eoo will contain erroneous strings. In particular

14

but

J i (e2)

and

Jt(q)

are distinct metric spaces, hence

WeI 0

w e2 is not defined. It

follows that no string a E Eoo containing "el e2" has an associated point in any of
the invariant sets Kv. We can make this idea notationally precise by defining

El1 = {e E E : i ( e) = u}
E l1V = {e E E : i( e) = u, t( e) = v}

and considering the adjacency matrix

of the Mauldin-Williams graph, where
We define the modified string space

For each v E V, h : (Ev Y:

-t

o, l1V

E'A

= 1 if Euv

i= 0 and

is zero otherwise.

by

Kv is defined by

where the limit is independent of the

Zn

E Jthn )

chosen. We define cylinder sets

analogous to the IFS case by

for a E

EA'

Also, we will henceforth let ib)

=

ibl) and tb)

=

t(')lyl) for every

I E E'A (Recall that I is a path in the Mauldin-Williams graph and so 11 and II~fl

are edges). The function

0'

generates a metric on E'A in the same way that it did

for E*, and we again refer the reader to [16] for this fact.
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1.2

Measures and Dimensions

In all of fractal geometry, there are a few particular notions of dimension
that are the most general and are not focused on specific applications. Among
these there are two notions of dimension that are the most generally accepted, and
most often used notions of dimension in fractal geometry. These dimensions are
the Hausdorff dimension and the box-counting dimension (and the closely related

entropy index), and to these notions of dimension we now turn our attention. 5

1.2.1

Box Dimension and Entropy Index
We begin by motivating our definitions with an example: the Cantor set.

We would like to find the correct "units" with which to measure C as positive and
finite. In contrast to, say, the unit square, the Cantor set is totally disconnected,
hence we will be unable to nicely place "units" in a finite way. We will therefore
have to cover C with ever smaller pieces of units and see what their "measures"
approach as we take a limit.
We have perfect candidates for these "smaller pieces" in the cylinder sets.
For k 2:: 1 there are 2k cylinders, each of which has length (1/3)k, which becomes

(1/3 S )k = 3- sk when we use (units)S as our "units". This means our s- "measure"
at level k is 2k . 3- sk . Our hope, then, would be that this s- "measure" would
converge in k to a finite constant c > 0, which we may, without loss of generality,
take to be 1. We should then have for large kEN,

2k . r

sk ~

1.

50 ne could argue that the packing dimension is as important as the dimensions mentioned
here, but as it does not factor into our arguments in the coming chapters, we omit it.
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For this reason we might simply define s by
s = lim _ log 2k
k---->oo

log 2
log 3

log 3- k

which we well know to be the fractal dimension ofthe Cantor Set (see section 2.2.1).
This motivates the following definition of the most well-known fractal dimension,
the box-counting dimension (or more simply the box dimension). The following
definition may be found in [22].
DEFINITION 10. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let

K

~

X. Let N26(K)

denote the smallest number of open balls of radius 6 that cover K. We define the
upper and lower box-counting dimensions of K by

-

dimB(I<)
.

= lim sup -

logN215 (K)

6---->0+

log

6

and
· B (K) = 1·llll In
. f - log N 26 );(K)
d 1m
rl---->O+
log u
respectively. If the limits are finite and equal, then we call this the box dimension
of K and denote it by dimB(K).
Notice, however, that in our covering of C with cylinders we were not covering C with open balls of radius 3- k . but rather closed ones. For this reason we
would actually need 2k open balls of radius c,,3- k to cover C (where

Ck - .

1+ as

k -. (0), but this doesn't, affect our estimate as

There is a less often used notion of dimension that will nevertheless be important
in our discussion, and that has form very similar to that of box dimension.
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DEFINITION 11. Let

(X, d) be a metric space and let K

s:

X. Let N28 (K)

. denote the largest number of disjoint closed balls of radius 0 with centers in K.
We define the upper and lower entropy indices of K by

10gN28 (K)
dim.:(K) = lim sup 1 0
8-.0+

og

and

dimt:(K) = lim inf 8-.0+

log N28 (K)
1 0
og

respectively. If the limits are finite and equal, then we call this the entropy index
of K and denote it by dim.:(K) (see [16]).
We refer to the collection of closed balls with radius 0 and centers in K
as a o-packing of K. As one might expect, the box dimension and entropy index
can take different values in an arbitrary metric space. A mildly surprising fact,
however, is that they always take the same value in JRd. The following lemma is
given for JR2 as Proposition 6.8.7 in [16], and its proof is only a trivial modification
of the proof in [16].

As will be shown, the box-dimension and the Hausdorff dimension take the
same values on certain types of fractal subsets of JRd, in particular the ones whose
hyperspaces are the subject of this study. Lemma 1.1 implies that the entropy
index is also equal to the Hausdorff dimension of these types of fractal sets, a fact
that will playa crucial role in the arguments of chapter 2.

1.2.2

Invariant Measures
Before we delve into the definition of Hausdorff measure that will lead us to

the definition of Hausdorff dimension, we will consider a natural type of measure
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on the invariant set that will play a central role in our dimension computations,
namely the invariant measure. In order to define the invariant measure we introduce the idea of an IFS with probabilities. There is a fully developed theory of
IFS with probabilities (see [17]), and we will develop the main results for IFS in
order to get a flavor of invariant measures, before stating the analogous results for
GDIFS.
DEFINITION 12. Let

F = {X,We}eEE be a self-similar IFS and let Pe E (0,1) be

such that

We call F = {X, we,Pe}eEE an IFS with probabilities.
Given this definition we can consider what we would like an invariant measure to be. The idea is simple: just as the invariant set is the unique set that is
invariant under the action of the IFS, we seek a unique measure that is invariant
under the action of the IFS with probabilities.
What is the action on a measure by the IFS with probabilities, however?
As one might assume given the notation in definition 12, an IFS with probabilities
applies map We with probability Pe. We can think level by level of the probability
distribution that this action generates. Initially, we give X a measure of one, which
we may write J-lo(X) = 1. At level-I, we have applied map We with probability

Pe, and we can think of this as distributing J-lo among the Xe with weights Pel

W;;! (XeJ = X for

el

=

e2, we can similarly write

IL1(Xe l ) = I:Pel'o(W;!(Xel)).
eEE
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Rather than specifying any particular cylinder or set in this statement, we can
write
fL1

=

LPe(l-lo

0

W;;l).

eEE

We want to think of the above statement as follows: the measure

1-/'1

is the result

of the action of the IFS with probabilities on the measure flo. This is phrased in
a way that leads to the definition of an invariant measure.
DEFINITION 13. Let F

= {X, we,Pe}eEE be an IFS with probabilities. Suppose

there exists a Borel measure fL on X such that

fL = LPe(fL 0 W;;l).
eEE

We call fL an invariant measure for the IFS.
The existence and uniqueness of invariant measures follows from the Contraction Mapping Principle just as the existence and uniqueness of invariant sets.
Whereas the IFS defined a contraction on the hyperspace l1lI(X) , the IFS with
probabilities will define a contraction on s:B(X), the space of Borel probability
measures on X. The space s:B(X) is a metric space under the Hutchinson metric
as defined in [30], and, as was the case with l1lI(X) , s:B(X) is complete (resp. compact) whenever X is complete (resp. compact, see [4]). Hence the CMP applies
(see [30]).
The analogous result holds for GDIFS (see [17]). vVe first define a GDIFS
with probabilities.
DEFINITION 14. Let

Fe

{Jv , We}vEV,eEV be a self-similar GDIFS. Let

Pe E

(0,1) satisfy

for each v. E V. \Ve call Fe

=

{Jv,w e , Pe}vEF,eEE
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a GDIFS with probabilities.

THEOREM 1.2. Let Fe = {Jv , 'We, Pe}vEV,eEE be a GDIFS with probabilities.

There exists a uniq11,e list of measures

(/lV)VEV

such that

jIv E

SB (Jv ) and

vEVeEEuv

for each

11,

E V. The list (/lV)VEV is known as the invariant measure list.

There is an important property of the invariant measure that we will need
for our arguments in Chapter 3. This property has to do with how the invariant
measure measures cylinders (see Lemma 8.4 in [21]).
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let

F =

{X,'We,Pe}eEE

be an IFS with probabilities and let

/l be the unique invariant meas'/J,re. Suppose F satisfies the SSG, then

for each

(J

E E*.

The analogous result holds for graph-directed systems (see [19]).
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let

Fe be a GDIFS with probabilities and let

(/-lv)vEV

be the

unique invariant measure list. Suppose Fe; satisfies the gmph SSG, then

for each 'Y E E'A.

Proposi tions l.1 and l. 2 are key tools in the Hausdorff dimension lower
bound computations for self-similar and graph-self-similar sets, respectively. In
addition, they will be our primary tools in the connting arguments of chapters 3
and 4.
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1.2.-3

Hausdorff Dimension
The box-dimension and the entropy index provide intuitive geometric ways

to view dimension. In terms of measurement, however, they have a major drawback: neither defines a measure. A more subtle construction is necessary in order
to define a measure, which leads us to the Hausdorff measure. The Hausdorff
measure is the cornerstone tool in the study of Fractal Geometry, and has been
studied extensively for a century (see [16], [17], [21], [22], [23]' [29], [30], [45]).
We will first describe a general construction known as Method I which we
will use to construct measures in Chapter 3. Then, as is done in [16], we construct
Hausdorff measure as a generalization of Method 1.
THEOREM 1.3 (Method I Theorem). Let X be any set, let A be a collection of

sets that covers X and let c : A

-7

[0,00] be any function. There exists an outer

measure M on X such that
1. M(A) :::; c(A) for every A E A;
2. If N is any other outer measure with N(A) :::; c(A) for every A E A, then
N(U) :::; M(U) for every U

s: x.

Furthermore, this outer measure is unique.

We note that if X is a metric space, the outer measure given by the Method
I theorem is not necessarily a Borel measure. This in particular is what will lead us
to the Hausdorff measure. For now, however, we will give some conditions under
which a Method I measure is, in fact a Borel measure. These conditions will allow
us to define Borel measures on hyperspaces in Chapter 3. The following is standard
measure theory that has been tailored to our purposes.
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DEFINITION 15. Suppose

(X, d) is a compact metric space and A =

U:o Ak is

a collection of compact subsets of X with the following properties:

• Ao = {X}
• Ak is finite for each k 2:: 1
• For every k 2:: 0, An B =

0 for

every A, BEAk with A

-I- B

• For every A E Ak there exists B E A k+ 1 such that B

c A

• For every B E A k+ 1 there exists A E Ak such that B

c A

We call such a collection A a Cantor Net.
It is easy to see that in the construction of the Cantor Set using the Cantor

IFS, the collection of cylinders forms a Cantor net as described in Definition 15. We
will not want to consider the "full" collection of (hyper)cylinders when constructing
our measure on the hyperspace, but we will want to consider a Cantor net subcollection nonetheless.
Let. A be a Cant.or net. For A E A k- 1 define Ak,A = {B E Ak : B
Let

K,

be a mass distributing function, i.e.

for all A E A k- 1 , B E Ak.A. Not.ice that

"""
~ K,(B)
BEA k.A

for A E A k -

1.

=

K,

K,

is such that K,(X)

It follmvs by induction for A E A J ,
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= 1 and

is finitely additive on A since

#Ak,A ( 1l:(A)
A )
# k,A

terms.

c A}.

=

.i :s;

r,;(A)
k - 1, by simply grouping

LEMMA 1.2. Let A be a Cantor net and

K,

be a mass distributing function on

A. The Method I outer measure M on X that is generated by

K,

is a metric outer

measure.
Proof. Define

A~k

by
00

A~k = UA j .
j=k

Let F

Ok

c A

be a countable cover of X. We claim that for every k 2: 0 there exists

C A~k such that

L K,(A) = L K,(A).
AE~h

AEF

Let k 2: 0 be arbitrary. If F C

A~k

then the claim holds with F = Ok, so suppose

there exists A E F such that A E Aj some j < k. By definition of

L

K,(A) =

K,

we have

K,(B).

BEAk,A

Let Ok be equal to F, but remove every such A from F and replace it with the
sets from Ak,A. This will prove the claim.
Now let U1 , U2 C X be such that inf{ d(x, y) : x E U1 , Y E U2 } > O. Let

{Fd k>O be such that Fk

C

A for each k 2: 0 and

L

K,(A)

--+

M(U1 U U2 ).

AEFk

By the above claim we may assume without loss of generality that Fk
each k 2: O. Since maxAEAk

IAI

--+

0 as k

--+ OC,

c A2:k

we can choose ko E N such that

for all k 2: ko· It follows that for all A E F k , k 2: ko, we have either An U1

0, A n U2 =

°

or A

n U = 0, A n U2 # 0.
j

\Ve may then write
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for

#

· such that

Ffi

covers Ui and is disjoint from Uj . Finally let

E

> 0 be arbitrary.

Choose kl > ko so that

L

K:(A) ::; M(U1 U U2 )

+ E.

AEFk 1

We also have

M(U2 ), which completes the proof.

D

REMARK 1. It follows from Lemma 1.2 that

M is a Borel measure when restricted

to its measurable sets (see [16]). Since the sets from A are all compact, it also
follows that every set from A is M-measurable. Also, if A E A (i.e. A E Aka
some ko ~ 1) and F

c

A covers A, we can, as in the proof of Lemma 1.2, assume

without loss of generality that F

c A:;O:ko,A.

By the construction of

K,

it follows

that

L K,(B) = K(A)
BEF

and hence M(A) = K:(A) for all A E A.

In chapter 3 we construct a measure M on JHI(J<) using a Cantor net on

JHI(J<) and a mass distributing function I'", which is the same method used in [39].
The fact that M(A) = K:(A) for each A E A is implicitly used in the dimension computation; this fact is left undiscussed in [39], and we have provided this
discussion above.
Let us now turn our attention to the Hausdorff measure. Let (X, d) be a
metric space and let F

~

X. For s

riJ(F) = inf

~

0 and 6 > 0, let

{L 1U18 :

g is a 6 - cover of F}

UE(]
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SO

1{J

is the Method I measure on X generated by the set function c : Ao ~

jR+

defined by c(t) = ts, where

is taken over all 6-covers of F.
The first observation here is that

1{J

is not necessarily a Borel measure.

The second is that AOI S;;; Ao for 6' ::; 6, and hence 1{JI

~

1{J.

SO if we want the

"largest" measure defined in this way, we must take a limit. We thus define the

s-dimensional Hausdorff measure of F to be

Hausdorff measures were introduced by F. Hausdorff in [29], and one can find an
extensive study of Hausdorff measures in [45]. It is an example of what is called a
Method II measure in [16], hence it is a metric outer measure and a Borel measure.
The key reason that 1{s is such an important measure is that it is metrically
invariant. By definition, if f : X ~ X is an isometry, then

IXI

= If(X)I. This

necessarily means that there is a one-to-one correspondence of 6-coverings of f(X)
and X, hence 1{s(.t(X)) = 1{S(X). One hopes the size (dimension) of sets is independent of location and depends only on the geometry of the set. Metric invariance
of 1{s guarantees this and is the primary reason that 1{s is more important than,
say, the invariant measure (which is not metrically invariant).
Now that we have an appropriately, and rigorously, defined s-dimen:-;ional
measure, we can realize a formal definition of dimension. It is easy to show (see [45])
that there exists a unique number dimH F

~

0 such that 1{S(F) = 0 for s >

dimH F and 1{S(F) > 0 for s < dimH F. It is this unique nnmber that we call the

Hausdorff dimension of F.
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While HS preserves measure under isometries, it only needs to approxlmately preserve measure under a given type of map to preserve dimension under
that map. The most general type of map that satisfies this approximate preservation of measure is a lipeomorphism.
DEFINITION 16. Let (X, d x ) and (Y, dy ) be metric spaces and let

1 :X

-----+ Y.

Suppose there exists a constant c > 1 such that

for all a, b E X. Such a map

1 is called a lipeomorphism.

It is equivalent to say that for a map

1-1

exists and is lipschitz, then

1 is

1:X

-----+

Y, if

1

is Lipschitz and

a lipeomorphism. The following well-known

proposition follows directly from the definitions ofHs and lipeomorphism (see [45]).
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let (X, d x ) and (Y, d y ) be metric spaces.

11 X

and Yare

lipeomorphic, then dimH X = dimH Y.

McClure uses Proposition 1.3 in his Cantor set approximations in [39], as
we will see in §2.1.1. Having defined Hausdorff dimension and given sufficient
conditions under which two sets have the same Hausdorff dimension, we still must
ask how to directly compute the Hausdorff dimension of a set. This turns out to
be quite a subtle issue.
To show HS(F) <

00

for a certain s

~

0, it suffices to find a particular

111 > 0 and particular 6"-coverings of F for which Hr, (F) :::; NI for all 6" >

o.

When

dealing with IFSs, the collection of cylinder sets is usually an appropriate collection
of 5-coverings for proving this upper bound. Showing that H'(F) > 0 turns out
to be quite difficult, however, and there is no uniform method of argument in the
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literature. One possible way to argue that H5(F) > 0 is to define a measuref1 on

F so that p,(U)

~

lUIs

for every set U

c F

with

lUI::;

6. This is known as the

Mass Distribution Principle (MDP).
PROPOSITION 1.4 (Mass Distribution Principle). Let f1 be a Borel probability

measure (or mass distribution) on F and suppose that for s > 0 there exist constants c > 0 and 6 > 0 such that
f1(U) ::;
for all sets U with

lUI::; 6.

clUls

Then HS(F) 2: ~f1(U).

The MDP is sufficient for computing the lower bounds of H8(F) for relatively "nice" sets F, e.g. self-similar and graph-self-similar sets. For sets with
a more locally heterogeneous geometric structure, however, we need to construct
a measure f1 with properties that vary locally, and hence need a proposition to
take the place of proposition 1.4. The following proposition which uses pointwise
density properties of f1 will serve this purpose (see [23]).
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let F C ]Rd be a Borel set, let p. be a .finite Borel measure

on]Rd and 0 < c <

00.

(a) IflimsuPE---->op.(BlT))/rs ::; c for every x E F then HS(F) 2: IL(F)/c
(b) IflimsuPHop.(BE(x))/r s 2: c for every x

E

F then HS(F) ::; 2Sp.(F)/c

Propositions 1.4 and 1.5 are sufficient for computing the lo",;er bounds of selfsimilar, graph-self-similar., and self-conformal fractals in ]Rd, which are the classes
of fractals whose hyperspaces we concern ourselves with here. The computation
of the Hausdorff dimension of an arbitrary subset of a metric space is an open
question that is an ongoing topic in current research.
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For many sets, however, it is known that it is not the case that 0 < 'H so (F) <
00

where

So

=

dimH F, Nor is it the case for many sets that 'Hso(F) > 0 and F

is 'Hso_(J -finite, 6 This raises the question: is there a similar way to construct a
Hausdorff measure that can measure these sets? While the answer is in general
"no" , we have a more general way of constructing measures for the As in Method

1. In particular, theorem 1.3 yields a measure for any set function c : As

-----7 ]R+,

In the setting of Hausdorff measures, however, we would like these set functions
to satisfy a few conditions,
DEFINITION 17. Fix,

> 0, We define the space of Hausdorff gauge func-

tions, <I> , to be the collection of all continuous, non-decreasing functions ¢ :
[0,,) -----7]R+ such that ¢(O) = 0,
We can put a partial order on <I> by comparing the asymptotic behavior of
two functions of <I> near zero, Let ¢, 1/J E <I> , then
A"

--<

nf,

•

'+'

•

C/J

•

A" ~ f,
'+' ~ 1fJ

, ~ nf,

=-

'f l'

'+' 1

'+'

'lj;(t)
Imt""O ¢(t)

'f l'
1 1m SUPt""O

=

0

'lj;(t)
¢(t)

'f'
1'f 0 < l'1m III
t""O

<

00

'lj;(t)
¢(t)

< l'1m SUPt""O

'lj;(t)
¢(t)

<

00,

This is far from a total order as there exist many pairs ¢,1/) E <I> for which

1jJ(t)
¢ t

lim inf -(-) = 0
t->O+

but

,

'~)( t)

hmsup -(-) =
hO+

¢ t

00,

Such a pair is incomparable under --<,
6In fact, it may be the case that "most" sets do not satisfy this property, see [20],
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Now let (X, d) be a metric space and let F

H!(Fo) = inf

{L:

<:: X. For ¢

E

cI> and c5 > 0, let

¢(IUI) : 9 is a c5 - cover of F} .

UEQ

As with the s-dimensional Hausdorff measure, we define the ¢-dimensional Haus-

dorff measure of F to be

While there exists a unique So 2: 0 such that HSo (F) > 0 for s < So and HSo (F) <
00

for s > So, there does not exist such a gauge function ¢o E cI>. This is mainly

because

-< is not a total order on cI>, or as McClure puts it in [39], cI> is too "rich"

of a set. The best we can do is the following.
LEMMA 1.3 (Rogers, 1970). Let (X, d) be a metric space, F

<:: X, and ¢, 1/)

E

cI>.

The following statements hold:
(aj IfH¢(F) is rJ-jinite and ¢ -< 1/J, then H1/J(F) =

o.

(bj ffH¢(F) > 0 and ¢ >- 1/J, then H<P(F) is non-rJ-jinite.
While Lemma l.3 does not give a unique notion of ¢-dimension, it does give
us the following definition (see [45]).
DEFINITION 18. Let

(X, d) be a metric space and let F <:: X. The generalized

Hausdorff dimension of F is the partition of cI> given by

cI>oo(F) = {¢

E

cI> : F is of non-rJ-finite H¢ measure}

cI>+(F) = {¢ E cI> : H¢(F) > 0 and F is of rJ-finite H¢ measure}
cI>o(F) =

{¢ E cI> : H¢(F) = o}.

\Ve write dimcH F = (cI>oo(F), cI>+(F), cI>o(F)) for the generalized Hausdorff dimenslOn.
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Explicitly determining this partition is a complicated proposition, and for
this reason most researchers instead construct a one-parameter family in <1>, which
hopefully has a unique ¢o for which 1{¢(F) > 0 for ¢ -< ¢o and 1{¢(F) = 0
for ¢ >-- ¢o. In Chapter 3 we will be concerned with constructing such a oneparameter family for hyperspace of graph-self-similar and self-conformal fractals.
The following corollary to Lemma 1.3, which is given in [39] in a slightly altered
form, will aid us in constructing the upper half of this family.
COROLLARY 1.1. Let (X, d) be a metric space, F S;;; X be a Borel set, and

'lj;N,s(t) = 2- N(1/t)s. If there exists N > 0,
1{1/Jl,s (F) = 0 for all

8

>

So

> 0 such that 1{1/JN,sQ (F) <

00,

then

80'

We note (as in [39]) that 'ljJN,Sl -< 'lj;N,s2 for all

'ljJN1,s -< 'lj;N2 ,s for all N1 < N2 and all

8

2:

81

<

82

and all N E N, and

o.

As the hyperspace of a fractal has very strong local heterogeneity, we will
need the generalized dimension analogue of Proposition 1.5 in order to compute
the lower half of our one-parameter family. \iVe first need a notion of density with
respect to dimension functions.
DEFINITION 19. Let (X, d) be a separable metric space and let /1 be a Borel

measure on X. For x E X and 6 > 0 let

M/i(X) = sup {M(U) : x E U, U is a Borel set,
Let 6k

~

lUI

~ 6}.

O. We define

-¢()'
M/ik(X)
D/1 x = hmsup '(')
k---+oo
rp ()k
to be the upper McClure 4>-density of J-l at x.
The correct analogue of Proposition 1.5 will then be the following lemma
given in [39].
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LEMMA 1.4.

Let (X,-d) be a separable metric space and let F

Let 6k '\, 0 and S1Lppose 0 < Nl <

00

~

X be a Borel set.

and ¢, 'ljJ E <P satisfy ¢( 6k) -::; Nl 'ljJ( 6k ) for

every kEN. If there exists a Borel meaS1Lre f-1 and a constant 0 < N2 <

00

such

that 1-"( F) > 0 and

for every x E F, then 1-{VJ(F) > ':r~fJ2 > O.
Combining Corollary 1.1 with Lemma 1.4 gives us the following corollary,
which is given in [39] and which we will apply in chapter 3 to get the lower half of
our one-parameter family of gauge functions.
COROLLARY 1.2.

Let (X, d) be a metric space, F

~

and ¢s(t) =

If D:S(x) < M <

F,

for all

5

<

2-(1/t)s.

00

for all x

E

X be a Borel set, M > 0
5

<

So,

then 1-{¢s(F) > 0

So.

1.3

Dimension Computations for Invariant Sets

In this section we review the dimension computations for self-similar, graphself-similar, and self-conformal sets. We do this both to give a flavor of the mathematics involved in dimension computations, and to set up some geometric proposit ions and lemmas that will come in to play in chapters 2 and 3. Recall the
definition of the Open Set Condition (OSC) given in Definition 3, and note that
the OSC is assumed throughout this section.

1.3.1

Self-Similar IFS
The use of invariant measures for the purpose of computing dimension was

introduced in [30] and has been the primary method for computing lower bounds
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of the Hausdorff dimensions of fractal sets. We present here the exact and concise
presentation from [21 J, with the only difference being the notation.
In order to relate an invariant measure to a Hausdorff measure by way of
Proposition 1.4, one needs two ingredients:
1. One needs precise controls over what values the invariant measure takes on

the cylinder sets; and
2. One needs precise controls over the number of cylinder sets that a given set

of diameter c5 can intersect.
The first ingredient is taken care of (for self-similar sets) by Proposition 1.1. The
second ingredient is taken care of by the following lemma, which can be found
in [21J.
LEMMA 1.5. Let

{Vi} be a collection of open subsets of]Rd such that each Vi

contains a ball of radiv,s C16 and is contained in a ball of radiv,s c26. Then any
ball B of radius c5 intersects no more than Q(Cl' C2) = (1

+ 2c2)dc1d

sets from the

collection {Vi}.
We now need a candidate for the Hausdorff dimension of a fractal set. The
basic premise is this: the number of cylinders grows at one rate, and the diameters
of the cylinders grow at a different rate such that the number of cylinders of a
given diameter times the diameter (i.e. the measure) goes to zero asymptotically.
The question is then: can we rescale the diameters of the cylinders in a way so as
to have these rates offset one another'?
In the case of self-similar sets, there is a simple way to do this rescaling.
Recall that the ratio
all constants

T'

T'e

associated to the map

We

is defined to be the minimum of

satisfying d(we(.T), we(Y)) ~ rd(x, y) for all x, y E X. \iVe then give

the following definition:
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DEFINITION 20. Let (X, d) be a metric space and let :F
80

= {X, We}eEE. Define

> 0 to be the unique solution to the equation

We call the value

80

the similarity dimension of the IFS.

It turns out that the similarity dimension is precisely equal to the Hausdorff
dimension, as is shown by the following theorem. We include the proof from [21]
as it provides an archetypal example of a general dimension computation.
THEOREM 1.4. Let:F be a self-similar IFS in Rd with unique invariant set K. If

:F satisfies the

asc, then the similarity dimension and the Hausdorff dimension of

K coincide. In particular 0 < {{SO(K) <
Proof. We write rmax

00

where

80

is the similarity dimension.

= maxeEE{r e} and rmin = mineEE{re}. Fix 6 > 0 and choose

n ;::: 1 so that (rmax)n < 6. It follows that {Xu: (J E En} is a 6-cover of K, and so

Since 6 was arbitrary, it follows that {{SO (K) ::; 1.
Now for the lower bound, we let It be the invariant measure on K generated
by the probabilities Pe = f~o. Let V = int(X) be the open set satisfying the

asc.

Since U is open, it contains a ball of radius Cl and is contained in a ball of radius
C2.

Fix 6 > 0 and let
L = {(J E E* : ru ::; 6 < r u- }

and consider the collection

It follows from the

asc that .( is a pairwise disjoint collection of sets.

Also, each

set in .( contains a ball of radius Clfmin6 and is contained in a ball of radius
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C26.

By

Lemma 1.5, any ball B of radius 0 intersects no more than q
sets from the collection {Va:

(J

E

L} = {Xa :

(J

E

= (1 +2c2)dcld(rmin)-d

L}. Since supp(/1)

~

K, it

follows that

Given any covering {Ui } of K, we may cover K by balls {Bi} with

IBil ::; 21Ui l, so

Hence H~O(K) 2: q-l, and as 0 was arbitrary, we have HSO(K) > q-l > O.

0

Before moving to GDIFS, we give a well-known corollary that may be found
in [22] for example. This corollary will be crucial to our Cantor set approximations
in chapter 2.
COROLLARY 1.3. dimH

1.3.2

K = dim", K = dimB K.

Self-Similar GDIFS
With our understanding of Theorem 1.4, we might expect that a GDIFS

consisting of similitudes has a similarity dimension like that of a self-similar IFS,
and that with this similarity dimension we can construct a finite and positive
measure that is equivalent to the Hausdorff measure. This is the case to an extent,
but certain modifications need to be made. We motivate these modifications by
reconsidering the similarity dimension of self-similar IFSs.
Consider an IFS {X, We}eEE.
generality" that

IXI

=

1,

\,\,Te

have been assuming "without loss of

but what happens if we don't assume

IXI

=

1? \\That

would be our similarity dimension in this setting? The idea behind the similarity
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dimension is to "preserve the diameter" when it is actually being decreased due to
the action of the IFS. We want to find the correct magnification value so that the

IXI

measure of the set remains positive and bounded. If the diameter is

-=I- 1, we

might expect this to mean we choose So :::: 0 such that

L IXelSQ

=

IXI·

eEE

The problem with this definition is that we need the same rule to hold at an
arbitrary level, but if the diameter of X T is measured as

L

IXTISQ

we then want

IXqlSQ = IXTISQ

"IE En

for all n :::: 1 and all

T

E E*. As E* includes the empty string, So should in fact be

defined by

L IXelSQ = IXISQ.
eEE

This, of course, gives the usual value of So since

Iwe(X)ISQ = T~OIXISQ.

Suppose we want to generalize this idea to GDIFS. Given our definition of
So

above, we should maybe define

vEVeEEuv

or equivalently

The problem here is that we get a different value of So for each
suppose there exist unique numbers An > 0 such that

vEVeEEuv
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11.

E

V. However,

for each u E V. 7 Asa constant rescaling of the metrics for the seed sets wouldn't
change their Hausdorff dimensions, we could define a new metric on Ju by

The metric du differs from du only by a constant, and
existence of the numbers

{Av }VEV

IJulJ

u

=

there would exist a single value

Au.
So

Thus, upon

> 0 such that

vEVeEEuv

vEVeEEuv

for each u E V, where the diameters are computed under the metrics {dv }VEV,

We will henceforth assume the seed sets are equipped with the rescaled
metrics {dv } vEV.
The above property is precisely what we need to define a measure that

IS

equivalent to the Hausdorff measure, but we first need some theory to assert the
existence and uniqueness of the numbers

{Av} vEV,

Notice that an equivalent way

of phrasing this is that there exists a positive eigenvector

where Ms =

(mUV)u,vEV

X= (Av)vEV

such that

is defined by
muv

=

L

T~.

eEEuv

\Ve may then rephrase the existence question in terms of finding

So

2: 0 such that

!vIsa has an eigenvalue of 1. The theory that handles this issue is the PerrollFrobenius theory of non-negative matrices. \Ve review this theory as presented
in [18]. We first require a couple of definitions:
7So111e texts will choose the Av such that the invariance statement holds with Av as opposed
to

A~,').

These are simply conventions of which we choose the latter so as to get equivalence of

the Perron-Numbers to the diameters of the seed sets under the metrics {d,.}VE\I.
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DEFINITION 21. Let A

=

(aijh~i,j~n be a non-negative

n x n matrix (i.e. an

n x n matrix with all non-negative entries).
1. The Spectral Radius of A is

<P = sup{ Izl : z E C is an eigenvalue of A}.
2. A is called reducible if and only if {I, ... , n} can be partitioned into two
sets I and J such that aij

=

°

for all i E I, j E J. A is irreducible if and

only if it is not reducible.
The Perron-Frobenius theory of non-negative matrices has particularly strong
results for matrices that are irreducible. The following proposition allow us to access the full strength of these results when dealing with GDIFS.
PROPOSITION 1.6. Let (V, E, i, t, r) be a Mauldin- Williams graph and let Ms be

defined as above.
all s

ff (V, E, i, t, r) is strongly connected, then Ms is irreducible for

> 0.
\Ve now state the needed results from Perron- Frobenius theory.

THEOREM 1.5. Let A

=

(aij) be a non-negative, irreducible n x n matri.T. All of

the following statements hold:
1. The spectral radius, <P, of A is also an eigenvalue of A. Furthermore, the'f'e
e.Tists a strictly positive eigenvector

2.

x with Ax = <Px.

ff:r?:: 0, .f i- 0, and Ax = <P'x for some

8. If B

= (b ij ) is a non-negative n

i,j ~ n, then

<p' E lR, then <p'

x n matri.T s1lch that

<PA ?:: <PB'
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= <P.

aij

?:: hij fOT all 1 <

Part one of Theorem 1.5 is known by itself as the Perron-Frobenius Theor em and can be found in [41] (parts 2 and 3 may be found in [25] and [48], respectively). A simple application of Theorem 1.5 along with the Intermediate Value
Theorem yields the following lemma, which gives us our candidate dimension for
GDIFS.
LEMMA 1.6. Let (V, E, i, t, r) be a Mauldin- Williams graph and consider Ms. Let

<P (s) be the spectral radius of Ms. There e.Tists So

> 0 such that <P (so) = 1.

REMARK 2. By Lemma 1.6 and Theorem 1.5(1) there exists a strictly positive

eigenvector

X= (Av)vEV

such that MsoX

=

X, i.e.

'L" L
' " 7'so,
So = ASo
e /\V
u·
vEVeEEl1V

We now define the probabilities Pe by

_ So (At(e))SO

Pe - re

and let

(I1v)vEV

A

i(e)

be the corresponding unique invariant measure list as given by

Proposition 1.2. Notice that

Since t(;j) = i( 'YJ+d for each j, this simplifies to

for each I E

E'A.

The following may be found in [36].

THEOREM 1.6. Let So

dimH Kv =

So

> 0 be the unique value such that <I>(so)

for each v E V.
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1, then

We simply note that given the structure of the invariant measure, Theorem
1.6 will follow in much the same way as Theorem 1.4. The bulk of the extra work
in the jump from IFS to GDIFS is in showing that one can construct the invariant
measure list so as to satisfy the appropriate properties. We have the analogous
corollary to Corollary 1.3 for GDIFS. Again, this result is well known (see [36])
and we state it without proof.
COROLLARY 1.4. Let:Fe be a self-similar GDIFS satisfying the graph GSC with

invariant set list (Kv )VEv, then

for all v E V.

1.3.3

Conformal IFS
'While the dimension computations for IFS and GDIFS were somewhat sim-

ilar, conformal IFS are much more difficult all around to deal with. Not only does
the invariant set have more locally heterogeneous structure, the diameters of the
cylinder sets must be estimated as opposed to explicitly computed. The techniques
used to deal with these issues are collectively called the thermodynamic formalism and were introduced to symbol spaces in [9], and generalized in [46]. We use
the concise presentation given in [23], but mix this presentation with the extra
conditions and lemmas given in [44] which are necessary to put the theory into JRd.
The two "ingredients" mentioned prior to Lemma 1.5 are much more subtle
lssues when dealing with conformal IFS. With IFS (and GDIFS), the cylinder
sets had diameters which were explicitly computable, namely
J

E E*.

IX" I = r"

for each

\lVe would like to get something close to this with conformal IFS. Notice
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in the case of a self-similar ·IFS on ffi., that r a

IXal =

w~(x)

=

w~ (x)

for each

(J

E E*, and so

independently of x E X. This clearly does not hold for conformal

IFS, but there is an approximate result. Proposition 1.8, Lemma 1.8, Theorems
1.7 and 1.8, and Corollary 1.5 may all be found in [46].
PROPOSITION 1. 7. Let:Fe be a conformal IFS, then

for all

(J

E E* and all x, y E V.

Before proceeding with our study of the diameters of the cylinders, we note
a product rule for conformal maps which can be found in any vector-valued calculus
text.
PROPOSITION 1.8. For each

(J

E E*,

Wa

satisfies

for all x E V.

We can now give the key lemma that allows the thermodynamic formalism
to work: the Bounded Distortion Principle (BDP). The idea behind the BDP is that
while the diameters depend locally on the derivatives of the

1iJ a ,

these derivatives

differ from one another by no more than a constant bound.
LEMMA 1. 7 (Bounded Distortion Principle). Let:Fe be a cor~formal IFS. Then

there er:ists a constant C 2: 1 s11,ch that

for each :r:, y E V and each

(J

E E*.8

8Lemma 1. 7 is first given in [46]' but was not given the name "Bounded Distortion Principle"
until

111 uch

later (see [23]).
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The following corollary is a direct -combination of Proposition 1.7 and Lemma
1. 7. This is the result which we will apply to have the necessary control over the

diameters of the cylinders.
COROLLARY 1.5. There exists a constant C

for all x, y, z E V and

for all z E X and all

(J

(J

2:: 1 such that

E E*. In particular we have

E E*.

In the case of self-similar IFS, we were able to compute dimH K by choosing
So

2:: 0 such that

One key reason that this led to an accurate dimension computation is that IXo- I =

ro- and

for every

17,

2::

1. This statement no longer holds in the case of conformal IFS. In

particular, if we choose

Sn

such that

for every

1, then

Sri

will vary in

value So 2:: 0 for which

L

IXo-lsO remains positive and bounded in

17,2::

17,.

The best we might hope for is some
n.

It was the

remarkable insight of Bowen in [9] that allowed him to study the pressure of the
system to compute such a value So.
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DEFINITION 22. Let :Fe be a conformal IFS. For s E lR and x E V, we define the

pressure function to be
P(s, x)

=

. -log
1
hm
k---->oo k

L IDwo-(xW
o-EEk

if this limit exists.
Given the definition of pressure, we can define the Gibbs measure which will
ultimately play the role of our invariant measure in the dimension computation.
THEOREM 1. 7. Let s E lR, then P(s)

=

P(s, x) exists independently of the x E X

chosen. Furthermore, there exists a Borel probability measure

measure) supported by K and a constant M >

for each

(J

j1

(called a Gibbs

°

such that

E Ek and each k 2: 1.

It is clear from Theorem 1. 7 that the Gibbs measure p and the derivatives

Dwo- are intricately related. Hence by Corollary 1.5, p(Xo-) and IXo- I are intricately
related, which is precisely what we would like in order to make our lower bound
estimate of the Hausdorff measure. The mitigating parameter in the inequality in
Theorem 1.7, however, is the pressure. If we could somehow eliminate the pressure
from this inequality, we would have what we need to argue the lower bound. We
can achieve this by applying the Intermediate Value Theorem to P( s). First we
need a lemma which clarifies the continuity properties of the pressure P( s).
LEMMA 1.8. Let s E lR and <5

<5logr m ill

:::;

>

0, then

P(s

+ 5) -

P(s) :::; <5logr max .

In particv,lar, P( s) is strictly decreasing and continuous in s, with lims---->-oo P( s) =
00

and lim,Hoo P(s) =

-00.
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REMARK 3. It follows from Lemma 1.8 and the Intermediate Value Theorem

that there exists a unique number So E R such that P(so) = O. This fact along
with Theorem 1. 7 gives us

for each (]" E E*.
Using this fact we have the following theorem which establishes dimH K.
THEOREM 1.8. Let So be the unique number satisfying P(so)

= O. Then So =

dimH E, and in particular there is a number b > 0 such that

for all (]" E E*.

The following corollary follows in much the same way as Corollary 1.3. As
with GDIFS, we state the results without proof and refer the reader to [16J.
COROLLARY 1.6. dimH K

= dimE K = dimE K.
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CHAPTER 2
APPROXIMATIONS BY CANTOR SETS

It is a standard exercise in an introductory course in measure theory to
construct a sequence of Cantor sets in the interval [0,1] whose (Lebesgue) measures
approach 1. In addition to clarifying for the students that measure theory is not
for the faint of heart, this exercise is meant to distinguish between topological
"size" and measure theoretical "size". Cantor subsets of [0, 1] are all topologically
small, in particular they are first category, yet we can construct Cantor sets with.
as large of Lebesgue measure as we want, up to measure 1.

It is an interesting question whether one can approximate the dimension
of a set with the dimensions of Cantor subsets in a way that admits a dimension
estimate for the hyperspace. This question was answered in the positive for selfsimilar IFS satisfying the OSC in [39], and we answer this question in the positive
for self-similar GDIFS, and self-conformal IFS in ll~d satisfying the OSC. \Ve use
these results in Chapters 3 and 4 to extend the hyperspace dimension computations
from IFS satisfying the SSC to IFS satisfying the OSC.

2.1

Self-Similar IFS

There is a more stringent question than the one posed at the beginning of
this chapter: given an IFS satisfying the OSC, can one construct a subset which is
lipeornorphic to a string space? It is in fact an affirmative answer to this question
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that is given in [39], where McClure introduced the idea of an s-nested packing.
We will first present this construction, and then answer the less restrictive question
posed at the beginning of this chapter, but our answer will be given for GDIFS
and conformal IFS as opposed to just self-similar IFS.

2.l.1

McClure's s-nested Packing
Fix c, s > 0,0 < c < 1/4 and M > (l/c)S + l. Let E

= {el,""

eM}

and let

EGO be a code space with length function a( 0") = cc n where 10"1 = n. Recall that a
generates a metric Pa on gX! such that 1[0" II

=

a (0") for each 0" E E*.

Let K ~ JRd. An s-nested packing of K is defined to be a collection of
closed balls {B cEIO"I (xa)} aEE' satisfying
1.

Xa

E K for every

0"

E E*

It is easily checked that an s- nested packing forms a particular type of Cantor Net
(see §l.2.3) with Ak

=

there exists a subset K'

{BcEIO"I(.Ta)}aEEk. If K admits an s-nested packing, then

c K

defined by

GO

Define h : EGO

--+

K' by

n
CXJ

h(O")

=

BcEn (xaIJ·

n=l

LEMMA 2.1. h is a lipeomorphism.
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Proof. Let eJ, T E EOO and suppose they have greatest common ancestor

1] E

E*.

On the other hand, note that h(eJ) E B cE n+l/4(X a ln+J and h(T) E B cE n+l/4(x Tln+J.
Since BCEn+l(Xaln+l)

n BcEn+l(xTln+l) = 0 we have

+ d(h(eJ), h(T)) + d(h(T), xTln+J
n 1
n 1
::; CE + /4 + d(h(eJ), h(T)) + CE + /4.

::; d(xal n+ll h(eJ))

Hence

o
It follows from Lemma 2.1 and Proposition 1.3 that
·
K' = d'ImH Eoo = -log
d 1111H
- -M.
log CE
Now let X C ]Rd be compact and let :F = {X, we} eEEl be a self-similar IFS
satisfying the OSC with contraction ratios {re}eEEl and unique invariant set K.
Note by Corollary 1.3 we have

dimH

K = dimE K. The existence of an s-nested

packing for K is as follows. Define the following parameters:

8>0
r = min{ri}
c = ~ max{IKI, I}
c5 E (0, minH, ~IKI})

Fix

~(

> 0 and dimE K - I <

8

< dimE K. Choose 6" > 0 so that
8

< -

log i{2i5(K)
log c5 / C
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.

From this it follows that N2b(K) > (b/c)s. Let M =N2b (K) and E2 = {ell ... 1eM}.
Fix

E

XA

K arbitrarily and let Bc(XA) be the first closed ball in the s-nested

packing. Notice that ~ > 1 so ~ > max{IKI, I} by our definition of c. Thus

K c Bc/S(XA) and so any ball Bb(X) with .T

E

K satisfies Bb(X)

C

B c/4(XA) since

Choose a level 1 packing {BCE(XT)}TEE12 with each XT E E2 that satisfies the three
properties: (1) and (2) by the fact that M

Bb(X)

C

B c/4(XA) for every x

E

= N2b (K) and (3) by the fact that

K.

We construct the rest of the s-nested packing by induction. Let

T

assume we have the level-n packing {B CEn (XT )} TEE;'. For T E E'2 choose

E E;L and
0" (

T)

E E~

such that XT E Kcr(T) and such that

The lower inequality tells us that Kcr(T) C BcEn/s(X T) and so for any x E Kcr(T)l we
have BcEn+J(x) C B CE n/4(.TT) by the same reasoning as above. At this point we may
already choose a packing of N 2CE n+l (Kcr(T)) disjoint closed balls such that each ball
is contained in

BCfn /4(X T)

as required. We need only show that

N2Cf n+l (Kcr(T))

is

large enough. Notice by the right hand inequality of the above inequality and by
our definition of c and

T

that

Since IKcr(T) I = Tcr(T) IKI this inequality simplifies to Tcr(T) ~
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En.

Finally we have

The first inequality follows from the implication a < b ===?
By self-similarity we have wa(B£(x))
be mapped via

Wa

Na(K) > Nb(K).

= Br(J"£(wa(x)), so an M-packing of K can

to an M-packing of

Ka

and the second inequality follows from

this fact. Thus we may choose a packing of M disjoint closed balls centered in
Ka(T)

such that each ball is contained in B c£nj4(X T ) as required. This completes

the induction and completes the construction of the s-nested packing. Note that
it follows from the choice of 5 that
dimH K - I < dimH K' :::; dimH K.
This fact along with the fact that h is a lipeomorphism is exactly what was desired
from K'.

2.1.2

The Sub-IFS Construction
While the s-nested packing is certainly valid, it is awkward to apply and

relies heavily on the self-similarity of the maps of F. The bulk of the effort put
forth in the construction of the s-nested packing is to obtain Lemma 2.1, as the
theorems concerning hyperspace dimension computations in [39] require h to be a
lipeomorphism in order to use them in a more general setting. We have eliminated
this need (see Theorems 3.1 and 4.1) and are thus able to present a new and
simpler method of constructing a subset K/5 of a self-similar set K that still allows
dimH K/5 to approximate dimH K. We will also show in the following sections that
this construction generalizes to the case of graph-self-similar and self-conformal
sets in a straightforward manner.
The idea to consider subsets of K by choosing pieces of F and looking at
their invariant sets was motivated by the methods of M. Das in [13], [14] which considered sub-packings and sub-pseudo-packings for the purpose of analyzing mul-
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tifractal structures.

Similar notions were used by Kigami in [31] to construct

metrics which retain the self-similar structure of sets and allow for volume doubling measures, and by Edgar and Golds in [18] to construct sub-attractors which
geometrically approximate Julia sets.
Having reviewed the known theory on such approximations, let us turn to
our construction which we will call the sub-IFS construction. Let X C ]Rd be
compact and assume without loss of generality that

IXI

= 1. Let F = {X, We}eEE

be an IFS of similitudes satisfying the OSC, and suppose F has a unique invariant
set K. Let
So

Fix 6

= dimH K = dimE K.

> 0 and choose a packing {B,,(xi)ll :S i :S N20 (K)} of closed balls centered

in K. Note that for each 1 :S i :S

N20 (K),

Xi

= h((J(i)) for some (J(i)

E gXJ.

Choose ni E N such that

Note that

Xi

E X,,(i)lni' Define

the sub-IFS Fo =

Eo = {(J(i)lni : 1 :S i:S

{X,WT}TEE o '

N20 (K)} c

E* and consider

Since the balls {Bo(xi)11:S i:S

N20 (K)}

are

pairwise disjoint, Fo satisfies the SSC. Thus the unique invariant set Ko C K is a
Cantor Set for which ho :

Er -----> Ko is bijective.

The Ko sets are self-similar with

respect to Fo and sub-self-similar with respect to F. The theory of sub-self-similar
sets is discussed in [23]. This already completes the construction, and as it relies
only on restricting the addresses of points in K based on the diameters of the
cylinders which cover them, it is trivially non-vacuous and does not require the
existence argument that was necessary for the s-nested packing. \Ve note that in
the current situation where F is self-similar, the diameter condition is equivalent
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to

We need only show the convergence of dimH Kb in b.
THEOREM 2.1. Let Fb be as described above, then limb->o+ dimH Kb

= dimH K.

Proof. Fb still consists of similitudes having contraction ratios {rT }TEEJ where
r T = r T] r T2

•..

r TITI' By Theorem 1.4, dimH Kb is the unique solution to the equation

As this s is dependent upon b, let us denote it by
that r T ?:: r min r T - > r min b for each

T

E Eo

(T -

Notice by our choice of the Eo

Sb.

is still defined in terms of T E E*).

Thus

and so we must have

N20 (K)(r minb)sJ <

L r~J ~ N

20 (K)b

s8

.

TEEJ

Taking logarithms and solving for

So

gives us

log N (K)
log b + log r min

20
----:------'------'<

log N (K)
log b

20
< - -----:--

So

-

then taking limits in b yields
·
l'
1lIn So > 1m -

0->0·

0->0

log N20 (K)
log b + log r min

= dimE K = dim H K

and
.
.
log N20 (K)
Inn So ~ lIm 1 b
6->0
0->0
og
which completes the proof.

= dimE K = dimH K
D
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2.2

Self-Similar GDIFS

We can, without much new machinery, extend the above construction to the
case of graph-self-similar sets in JRd. Let G = (V, E, i, t, 1') be a strongly connected
Mauldin-Williams graph and let Fe be a realization of this graph in JRd. Suppose

Fe satisfies the OSC as described in Definition 6 and note that by Theorem 1.1
the SOSC is also satisfied. Then, lettingMs denote the ratio matrix of G, we have
independent of v E V that

where So 2:: 0 is the unique positive real number such that <I>(so)

=

1 (see Lemma

1.6 and the remark that follows). Furthermore there exist positive numbers

(Av)vEV

such that

"'""'
"'""' 1'eSo Avso = A1LSo
~
~
vEVeE(EJ)"v

for each u E V. To begin constructing the sub-GDIFS, fix 6 > 0 and for each

v E V choose a maximal packing of Kv by

N20 (Kv)

balls of radius 6. Suppose

these balls have centers

Each x; = h( I~) for some infinite path I~ E E'A. Choose n{ E N such that

where I = 1~ln{ and the diameters are taken under the metrics {dV}VEV' As the
packing is by pairwise disjoint balls, this will ensure that the sub-GDIFS satisfies
the graph SSe. Also, since

11,1 = T,At('l

for every
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~( E

EA.,

this condition implies

or, dividing by Atb),
rmin

K

--u
Amax

< r i :S

1

K

-.-u.
Amin

We would hope at this point to be able to choose the sub-GDIFS using the ,'s
constructed above. There is a problem, however, in that the new Mauldin-Williams
graph induced by these ,'s is no longer strongly connected, thus causing problems
with the dimension approximations. We correct this issue by concatenating paths
with the ,'s in order to make the induced graph strongly connected, while at
the same time not changing the contraction ratios "too much." First we give a key
lemma. Recall that BE and BE denote closed and open balls ofradius
LEMMA 2.2. For each v E V and e E Ev there exists 60

6 E (0,60 ) and any packing of Kv by

N2J (Kv)

>

E,

respectively.

°

such that for any

closed balls of radius 6, there exists

at least one such ball that is centered in We (Ut(e))'
Proof. The idea of the proof is simple. Since each open cylinder we(Ut(e)) intersects
the invariant set at a point, say x, we can choose a small enough 6 such that any
ball of radius 6 containing x must itself be contained in we(Ut(e)), and will in
particular be centered in we(Ut(e)).
To this end, for each v E V we may choose Yv E Kv
satisfies the

sose. Since Uv is open there exists Ev >

°

n Uv since the GDIFS

such that B Ev (Yv) C Uv c 1v

for each v E V. Since the maps are similitudes we have that

for each e E E, and by invariance of the invariant set list, we(Yt(e)) E Ki(e). Now
let
1
60 < - min {reEt(e)} .
2 eEE
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\

)

)
/1
i I

FIGURE 2.1 - Lemma 2.2 applied to the GDIFS from Figure 1.5.
Fix an arbitrary 6 E (0,60), v E V and consider a packing of f{v by

N2b (f{v)

closed

balls of radius 6, say

{ Bb(X~) : 1 :::; j :::;

N2b (f{v) } .

Fix e E Ev. If .'E~ ¢:. BreEt(e )(We(Yt (e))) for any 1 :::; j :::;

N2b (f{v),

then Bb(X~)

n

B b(we(Yt(e))) = 0. But this would mean if we add B b(we(Yt(e))) to the packing of

f{v it is still a pairwise disjoint collection of closed balls centered in f{v, and this
contradicts maximality of N2b (f{v). It follows that if 6 E (0,60) , then any maximal
6-packing of f{v must contain a closed ball centered in

for each e E Ev. This holds similarly for all v E V.

o

From this lemma we see that whenever we choose the I's as described above,
the collection

{, d

of first edges accounts for all of the e E E. This means that

for each e E E there exists a I with 11
i~

= e. So wherever the path I ends,

we concatenat e with it a path back to t(r1), the result.ing "edge" will be the

same edge as 11 . Since t he 11 's account for all of the e E E, this will force the
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induced Mauldin-Williams graph to be strongly connected, given that the original
Mauldin-Williams graph was strongly connected ..
For each pair of vertices u, v E V we can choose one (of the many) nonempty
path from u to v since (V, E, i, t, r) is strongly connected. Call this collection of
paths :::: and define

r=
Assume I

= I~I nvj

max{r~

: ~ E ::::}

I-

=

min{r~ : ~ E ::::}.

is as constructed above. Since t(rd, t(rn) E V, there exists a

path ~ = ~(r) E :::: from t(rn) to t(rl)' Consider the concatenation I~ and call this
path ( = (~. Note that i(() = i(rd and t(() = t(rl). This path satisfies J( C J'Y'
and as

we also have
r( >:[

rmin) 5
(~
max

and this inequality is independent of j and v. Finally let

We define a new Mauldin-\Villiams graph using the same vertex set, but
wi th edge set given by

Eo = {i(()t(() : (E So}
and maps io : E8 ~ V, to : Eo ~ V and ro : E8 ~ (0,1) given by

i6(() = i(()

ti5(() = t(()
and
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respectively.
LEMMA 2.3. (V, E 8, i8, t8, r8) is strongly connected.

Proof. Let e E E be arbitrary. By Lemma 2.2 there is a ball B 8(x{(e)) from the
packing that is centered in we(Ut(e)) C Ui(e) C Ji(e)' By construction of E8 there
exists ( E E8 such that
Je, C J"I(e)lnj

C we(Jt(e))

,(e)

from which it follows that t((d
since i((d

= t(e). Since t((n) = t((d by construction, and

= i(e) trivially, it follows that the edge in E8 given by i((dt((n) connects

the same vertices as e.

Since e was arbitrary, this shows that (V, E 8, i8, t8, r8)

has the same adjacencies as (V, E, i, t, r), and at least as many edges.

(V, E 8, i 8 , t8, r8) is strongly connected.

Hence
D

We consider the sub-GDIFS F e ,8
Clearly Fe.8 satisfies the SSC as was the case with F 8, and it yields an invariant
set list (Kv ,8)VEV, We can also define the ratio matrix for F e ,8 the same way we
did for Fe. Let

8

E lR.

and define

L

A1~v(8) =

r!.

eE(Es)'Uv

By Lemma 2.3 (V, E 8, i8, to, r8) is strongly connected, hence Theorem 1.6 applies
and gives

llS 88

= dimH K v .8 > 0 and positive (A v .8)VEV such that

We will use this equation in a manner similar to the way we used the equation
~ r~8

= 1 in the self-similar IFS case. In order to do this, however, we will need

the ratio A~~.8/ X~:,8 to be bounded below. Given the above observation we may
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write

Given our choice for the ratios r e , we need only show that

m an appropriate manner. Since w"( and

"T

E E A, it follows that w"( 0

W;l

E

EA'

are both similarity maps for all

is a similarity map. Since dimension is invariant

under similitudes, we have dim£K~1

"T

W;l

= dimH(w"(ow;l)(KT) = dim£KT where

The above approximate equality will follow from this fact, as is shown

in the following proposition.
PROPOSITION 2.1. Fix u* E V. There exists 60

> 0 and a constant C ;::: 1 such

that

for all u, v E V and all 0 < 6 < 00.
Proof. For each e E E, pick Xe E we(Ut(e))

Fix 00

< ~EO and choose no

level-no address of

Xe ,

n we(Kt(e)) and define

E N so that r~~x

"T

E

EA'

E E~o be the

then it follows that

Notice that since w"( is a similitude for each
for each

< 2A~ax 60· Let TJ( e)

~f E

E A, we have dimE K"( = dimE KT

Thus there exists a constant C ;::: 1 (independent of 0) such

that
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for all"

T

E U~~o E~.

Since #(E5)uv is precisely the number of balls from the collection N 25 (Ku)
which are centered in

UeEEuv

balls forms a 6-packing of

we(I{t(e)) , we might hope that this sub-collection of

UeEEuv

we(Kt(e)). Were this true it would follow that

and the result would be shown. Unfortunately this is untrue in general, so we must
be a bit more careful with our estimate.
Fix u, v E V, 6 < ~60 and consider the collection (E5 )uv' By construction,
each e E (E5)uv corresponds to a closed ball B 5(Ye) with Ye E K u, and the collection

{B5(Ye) : e

E

(E5)uv} is a pairwise disjoint collection. It follows that

Note that each Ye E We (Kt(e) ) for some

e

E

Euv. Fix one such we(Kt(e)) and

consider the sub-collection

The collection

ge does not, unfortunately, define a 6-packing of we(Kt(e)). However,

consider the ball B5o(Xe). If B5(Z) is any ball with Z t/:- we(Ut(e)), then B5(Z) n

B50 (xe) = 0 by our choices of 6, 60, EO· Let 9xe be the sub-collection of ge consisting
of balls which intersect B5o(.Te), and note in particular that each B5(Z) E 9xe
satisfies Z E we(Kt(e))' \Ve also must have that any ball B5(Z) with Z E K1)(e)
satisfies B(j(z) C B5o(Xe). Let B be a 6-packing of K1)(e) by N25(K1)(e)) closed balls
and consider the collection
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This collection is pairwise disjoint since the only 6-balls from {B c5 (Xi)

:

N2c5 (Ku)}

and these

which balls from B could have intersected were those from

QXe l

1 :::; i :::;

have been removed.

If N2c5 (K'I(e)) >

#Q Xe1 then we have contradicted the maximality of N2c5 (Ku).

It must then be the case that

o
LEMMA 2.4. Let 60 and C be as in Proposition 2.1, then

Proof. Recall by the construction of
rmin

5>

r--u
- Amax

that

FC.c5

< r < - -1 u5>
e -

Amin

for each e E E c5 . Then by applying Proposition 2.1 we get

(~f:! )Sb ~VEV A~~c5 [#(E8)ulv]

C~in )Sb ~VEV A~J<I [#(Ec5)u2v]
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D

which completes the proof.

Now that we have the appropriate lower bound for the ratios of the Perron
numbers, we can proceed with the dimension convergence argument as we did in
the self-similar IFS case.
THEOREM 2.2. Let FC,8 be as described above, then

for each v E V.
Proof. By applying Lemma 2.4 we have that for each u E V

Taking logarithms and solving for

88

we see that

Then taking limits in 0" we have

Since I<8,1L

~

I<1L we also have

88

< dimJ[ KI1 and so lim 815 < dimJ[ I<1L' This
6->0

completes the proof.

D
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2.3

Self-Conformal IFS

Let Fe = {X,We}eEE be a conformal IFS as described in Definition 9, and
suppose in addition that Fe satisfies the OSC and note that by Theorem 1.1 in [44]
the SOSC is also satisfied. The sub-IFS F e ,8 is chosen in a similar way as in §2.1,
but with a small adjustment. Recall from Corollary 1.5 that there exists a constant
c

> 0 such that

and

for all x, y, z E V and

0-

E

E*.

For c5 > 0 choose

1
(I + c c5)2 -

- - -2 - <
and note that

008 :::;

1,

008 -+

1 as c5

-+

008

1
1 + c c5

< --2

O. We define

E8

C E* to be those strings

0-

which are addresses of the centers of closed balls from a c5-packing of K and whose
lengths are chosen such that

It follows from Corollary 1.5 that

for each

0-

E Eli.

The sub-IFS construction is relatively simple with self-similar IFS because
once we have fixed the contraction ratios, we have all of the information necessary
to compute the Hausdorff dimension of K li . In order to compute the Hausdorff
dimension of K J for a conformal IFS, however, we will resort to taking an entropy
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index estimate of K, and using thi"s to construct an entropy index estimate of K J .
We will then show that dimE K J

~

dimE K and apply Corollary 1.6.

There are two main issues to deal with in this line of argument. First of all,
one would hope that the 6-packing of K would be "like" a 6-packing of K J , but
this isn't the case. The closed balls from the packing of K are centered in K, but
they are not necessarily centered in K J . In order to ensure that we can center balls
of the right size within K J , we need to be able to show the existence of points from

K8 that are close enough to the centers of the original closed balls. The following
two lemmas show that we can, in fact, choose points of KJ close to the points in
K and still retain the size of the packing.
LEMMA 2.5. Let n(6) be the largest integer for which {Tln(8) : T E E 8 }

=

En(J),

then

lim n(<5) =

00

8--->0

independently of the packings chosen.
Proof. Recall that X

n( 6)

--A

00,

=

(Uu) for each

U and so also Xu

E E*.

(J

Su ppose

then there exists N E N and a sequence {6d k:;::l with 15k ~ 0 such that

n(<5 k ) < N for each k 2: 1.
Consider the level-N cylinders {Xu:
we may for each

(J

E EN

choose points

Bf(x u ) C Uu C Xu for all

(J

E EN.

Xu

(J

E

Let 0 <

E EN}. Since the SOSC is satisfied,

K n Uu , then choose
EO

<

E

~E and choose ko

> 0 such that
2: 1 such that

6ko < ~EO' Let

be an arbitrary 6ko-packing of K.
vVe claim that each ball
1V2!il.o (K).

BEO (xu)

contains at least one

Xi

for 1 :S i :S

To see this, suppose it is not the case, then there is a string
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(J

E EN

such that Xi ¢:. BEO(XU) for each 1 :::;

i:::; N2Jko (K).

min { d(xu, Xi) : 1 :::; i :::;
and in particular BJko (xu)

n BJ ko (Xi)

=

However, this means that

N2Jko (K)} ~

EO

> 28ko

0. It follows that

is a disjoint collection of closed balls with radius 6k o and centers
contradicts maximality of
Now, for each

(J"

E Jko ' there is a string T
we have that

EO

+ 6ko <

N2Jko (K)

III

K. This

and completes the proof of the claim.

E EN, choose one of the Xi E BEO (Xu). By construction of
E
E,

Thus X T C Xu and TIN =

EJ ko such that X T

C

BJ ko (Xi). Also, since 6k o < ~EO < ~E

and so

(J".

Since

(J"

E

EN was chosen arbitrarily, we have

and hence n(6ko) ~ N. This contradicts the original assumption about {6dk>1

o

and completes the proof of the lemma.

The reader will notice the similarity of Lemma 2.5 to Lemma 2.2, the difference being that Lemma 2.2 applies only to level-l cylinders in the GDIFS setting,
while Lemma 2.5 applies to any cylinder in the conformal IFS setting. If the
present work is to be extended to conformal GDIFS, these two lemmas will have
to be combined in an appropriate way.
In Lemma 2.5 it does not matter how large an

17,

we choose, there exists a

small enough 6 such that any 6-packing of K must contain points centered in each
level-n cylinder. This will provide us with control over the deviation of points of
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Ko from the centers of the closed balls from the original 6-packing of K. This °in
turn will allow us to define large enough closed balls centered in Ko so as to mimic °
the 6-packing of K. This idea is clarified in the next lemma.
For the proof of the following lemma we will use slightly non-standard notation. Nortnally for (J E E*

u EOO we define

For the proof of Lemma 2.6, however, we will use the following notation:

We will revert back to the standard notation after completion of the proof of
Lemma 2.6.
LEMMA 2.6. There exists 60

> 0 such that for every 0 < 6 < 60 there exists

Proof. Choose N E N such that

r;;'ax <

tc.

Using Lemma 2.5, choose 60 > 0 so

that n(6) > N for each 0 < 6 < 60.
Now fix 0 < 6 < 60 and let Eo be as previously defined. Consider a 6-packing
of K

{ Bo(oTi) : 1 :S i :S
Fix 1 :S i :S

h : Eoo

---+

JV2o (K)

and (J

= (J(i)

JV2o (K) } .

Eo so that Xa

E

C

Bo(xJ. Recalling that

K is defined by h((J) = lim 'WaIJz), let T7 E h-1(Xi) be an address of
T/,---t(X)

:ri.

As before, we have that there exists k 2: 1 with rll~

111~!7(O) E En(o). By definition of n( 6) there exists

n(O)

I

T 1

= rl
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Ik+n(o)
k+l

T

E

= (J. Consider the string

Eo such that

and hence
n (8)
aT 1

I

Consider the cylinder

(a) Xi

E

X(JT'

Ik+n(8)

=771

.

We must have the following: .

X aT InCb)
1

Note that (a) follows from the fact that
implicitly let a

ITI

2: n(<5) > N. Facts (a)-(c)

= a(i) and T = T(i), we will now make this explicit by referring to

a( i) and T( i). From fact (c) it follows that

Let

<5* =

mJn
15ci5c N 28(E)

Then for each 1 :::; j :::;

So if y E

Xa(j)T(j)

Since the
we may choose

(0:8<5 -

IXa(i)T(i)

N28 (E)

Xa(i)T(i)

IXa(i)T(i) I·

we have

is any point, we have

E

m~x
15ci5cN28 (E)

sasc is satisfied,
Yi

I) = 0:8<5 -

Xa(j)T(j)

Ua(i)T(i)

C

B 8* (y).

n Ko =f. 0 for each 1 :::;

n K(j such that d(Xi. Yi) <

collection of closed balls
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IXa(i)T(i)

i :::;

I.

N28 (K)

and

Consider the

We claim that this collection of balls defines a 6*-packing of K 8 . To see this
we first note that by construction Yi E K8 for each 1 :::; i :::; N 28 (K). Suppose

ct.

B 8*(Yi)

B 8(Xi) for some 1 :::; i :::; N28(K). Then there exists z rf- B 8 (Xi) such

that d(Yi, z) :::; 6*, but from this it follows that

This shows that d(Xi' z) < 6 which contradicts the assumption that z rf- B8(Xi).
Thus B 8*(Yi) C B 8(.Ti) for each 1 :::; i :::; N28(K). As

is a pairwise disjoint collection, it follows that

is a pairwise disjoint collection.
Finally, let Brl (al), B r2 (a2) be closed balls with aI, a2 E Xcr and rl, r2 >
~a86. If we assume these balls are disjoint, then

which is impossible. Thus any such balls must intersect one another. Assume
for the moment that 6* > ~a86, then in particular, if B 8*(z) is any other 6*-ball
with z E
1 :::; i :::;

Ki5

n X cr , we have that B 8*(Yi) n B i5 *(z) i- 0. This is true for each

N28 (K).

hence the collection

is maximal and is a 6* -packing. This completes the proof of the claim.
To complete the proof we remark that since {B 6* (Yi) : 1 :::; i :::;
IS

a maximal 6*-packing of

Ki5

and by maximality of
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N28 *(Ki5 ),

N2i5 (K) }

we have that

N2J *(K5) = N2J(K). Finally we observe that
6*

=

mJn

(aJ6 -

IXcr(i)T(i) I)

lSiSN2 J(K)

>

mJn

1

1

2

2

(aJ6 - -aJ6) = -aJ6

lSiSN2 J(K)

o

from which it follows that ~aJ6 < 6* < 6.

The point behind Lemma 2.6 is that when we take a packing of K by closed
ball centered in K, and then map X inside of these balls and create a sub-IFS,
the set K J likely no longer contains the centers of the balls from the packing of K.

If we want to say that the packing of K is "like" a packing of KJ this creates an
issue that Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6 solve. We can now give our main approximation
theorem for conformal IFS.
THEOREM 2.3. Let Fe,J be as described above, then

Proof. Fix c5 > 0 and consider E J , K J . We first note that since K J C K, we

trivially have dimH K J :::; dimH K. We will construct a lower estimate of dimE K J .
Note by Lemma 2.6 that we may choose a c5*-packing of K J by N 2J *(KJ) =

N2J (K)
for each

balls. Recall by Definition 9(c) there exist constants rmin,J, rmax,J such that
CJ

E E(j

In particular we have that
rmax,J

= max sup IDwa(.:r) I·
aEEJ ,rEX
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By Corollary 1.5 and the construction of E8 there exists a constant c

for each x E X and

0-

~

1 such that

E E 8 . Hence

Now consider the collection of sets

If i

i

j, then clearly Wa (E 8* (Yi))

EfJ such that

0-

i

T.

n Wa (E 8* (Yj)) = 0 by injectivity of Wa. Let

0-, T

E

Suppose Xa C E 8(x a ) where E8(xa) is the corresponding

ball from the 5-packing of K, and suppose the analogous statement for X r . Since

for each 1 ~ i ~

N28 (K)

(with the analogous statement holding for

T),

follow that the above collection is disjoint. By Corollary 1.5 we have

hence

IXal + sup {d(Wo-(Yi), wa(z))

: Z E oE 8* (Yi)} ~ 0:85 + c2 0: o52

= 0:,\5(1 + c2 5) < 5.
The inequality holds similarly for Xr and so

is a disjoint collection. Also if

0-

E

Er/

then
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then it will

Since 'Wa(Yi) E X a1 , a similar argument as above gives that

is a disjoint collection for all n ::::: 1.
Now as the maps are iterates of conformal maps, it need not be the case
that these sets are balls. However, we have that

for each 1 ~ i ~

Er and each x E aBo. (Yi).

N20 (K),

each

N20 (K).

The collection

0", T

E

This necessarily

means that

for each 1 ~ i ~

is then a pairwise disjoint collection of c 1 (rmin.o)n6"*-balls centered in Ko. Hence

\Ve finally have our lower estimate:

.
log[N (K)]n+ 1
= hm - - - - -20- - - -l n~oc

log( Tmin,c\)n
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+ log c-

6"*

= lim _

(n +
n

n->oo

1) logN21i (K)
log r min,1i

log N21i(K)
logrmin,1i

>

-

log N 21i (K)
log 6 + log c- 2 r min·

---~----~~-

Since

it follows that limli--->o dimE Kii

= dimE K. Hence by Corollary 1.6

lim dimH Kii = dimH K

0->0

and the result follows.

2.4

0

Example: The Sierpiilski Triangle

\Ve will now consider the example of the Sierpinski Triangle. \Ve must note
that this part.icular example falls within the auspices of McClure's s-nested packing
theory, but is appropriately simple to exemplify our arguments from this chapter.
Recall we define the triangle with side length 1 to be the following region

T = conv { (0,0), (1/2, \1'3/2), (1,0) }
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C ]R2

where conv denotes the closed convex hull. For i = 1,2,3 consider the following
maps from T into itself.

where

c T

There is a unique invariant set T

which we call the Sierpinski Triangle that

satisfies

We wish to choose a sequence of sub-IFSs
dimH 4k
Let

E

-+

FSk

dimH T

such that

=

log3
og2

-1- .

> 0 be very small and define
6k = 2-k

Notice that

6k -+

for all k 2: 1,

(J

E

0 as k

Ek

-+ 00,

and 2k 6k

(

1 )
1 + Ek

.

but also since 2- k = ITa I

-+

1 as k

-+ 00.

We can see that

is equal to the number of distinct vertices of {Ta :

(J

E Ek-

1

}

(see Figure 2.2).

Since the cylinders of T have diameter 2- k at level-k; we must choose level-(k + 1)
cylinders to fit entirely inside these balls, hence they have diameters 2-(k+l). The
sub-IFS

FSk

then has similarity (hence Hausdorff) dimension

+ 1)]
log[2-(k+l)]

log[~(3k-l
Srl k =

-
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-+

log3
log 2

=

.
dunn T

..

.

.

....

FIGURE 2.2 - The choice of

F 8k

and the invariant set
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To

k

for k

= 1,2, 3.

thus showing the required convergence. This unfortunately also demonstrates the
numerical inefficiency of this algorithm, as one must compute all the way up to
8.5 2700

in order to get within 3 significant digits of log 3/ log 2.
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CHAPTER 3
HYPERSPACE DIMENSIONS FOR GRAPH-SELF-SIMILAR SETS

Hyperspaces have been the objects of much topological study over the past
40 years, and more recently have entered the theory of fractals by way of the
existence and uniqueness theory as described in §1.1.1. There has been surprisingly
little dimensional study of hyperspaces, however. With the recent advent of the
theory of .51Lperfractals (see [4]), it is worth revisiting the dimensional study and
classification of hyperspaces as fractals in and of themselves. In this chapter we
review the classical results concerning hyperspaces, and then extend the dimension
computations of [39] to GDIFS in JRd.

3.1

Historical Results Concerning Hyperspaces

Hyperspaces have a very rich topological structure and have been the subject of much topological study since the following famous result of Curtis and
Schori ill [1l].
THEOREM. Let Q denote the Hilbert cube.

Then JHI(X)

~Hom

Q if and only if

(X, d) is a nondegenerate locally connected metric continuum.
In contrast to the abundance of topological study, there has been for the
lllost part a dearth of llleasure theoretical study of hyperspaces. Concurrently with
Curtis and Schori developing their theory, Boardman was developing the following
early measure theoretical results concerning hyperspaces (see [7], [8]).
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THEOREM. There exists no positive, (J-finite Hausdorff measure on
THEOREM. Let ¢s(t)

=

<

1.

is non-(J -finite for

8

2-(1/t)S,

then }{,Ps (lHI([O, 1])) =

(lHI([O, 1]), dH ).

°

for s > 1 and 1{¢s (lHI([O, 1]))

Despite this early progress, hyperspaces remained untouched in a measuretheoretical sense for over a decade, until Bandt and Baraki developed the following
powerful theorem in [2].
THEOREM. Let (X, d) be a locally compact separable metric space without isolated

points. Then there exists no positive, (J-.finite, metrically invariant Borel measure
on (lHI(X),d H ).
Bandt and Baraki's theorem decisively ended the hope of finding a measure
on a nontrivial hyperspace that one could use to integrate or get other useful
information out of. In an analysis sense, this settled the issue, and hyperspaces
went untouched in the realm of measure theory for another decade, until McClure
revisited the hyperspaces of self-similar fractals. Certainly Bandt and Baraki's
theorem held for this class of hyperspaces, but when considering the dimensional

study, as opposed to simply the measure theoretical study, of hyperspaces, one
needs only sonle type of critical value where the measure switches from

°

to

00.

Building off of Boardman's work, this is precisely what McClure found in [39].
THEOREM. Let (X, d) be a complete metric space and let F

= {X, We}eEE be an

IFS of similitudes satisfying the aSc. Let K be the unique invariant set for F and

suppose

80

= dimH K. Let ¢s(t) =

1{¢s(lHI(K)) is non-(J-.finite for

8

<

2-(1/t)S;

then 1{¢s (lHI(K)) = 0 for

8

>

80

and

80'

More recently in [12], M. Das studies the converse problem of the effect of
the Hausdorff dimension of lHI(K) on the underlying fractal K.
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3.2

Dimension Computations for GDIFS

The arguments given in this section are generalizations of those given by
McClure in [39]. In particular, the proof of Theorem 3.2 in [39] is done for JHI(EOO)
where Eoo is a self-similar code space, and we have split the various parts of this
proof out into different propositions and lemmas, with innovations throughout,
that have let us extend this Theorem to JHI( K) where K is a graph-self-similar set

We first need to introduce some notation. In order to construct a measure
on a metric space in the manner described in §1.2.3 we require some type of efficient
covering that plays the role of a Cantor Net. The cylinder sets serve this purpose
for IFSs, and we need an analogous notion for hyperspaces.
For F, the cylinders serve to partition K as we move down through the
IFS. The cylinders at level-k, £k = {Xa : (J E Ek}, serve to approximate K in the
sense that
00

and IXaik I ---7 0 as k

---7

00

for all

(J

E EOO.

\,ve want similar properties for sets in order for them to be considered "cylinders" for JHI(K). If we try to define lLk

= {JHI(Xa) :

(J

E

Ek}, however, we find

that

l.e. the sets of lLk do not cover JHI(K). In order to cover all of JHI(K) , we need to
consider collections of compacts which intersect all the possible non-empty sub collections of £k. We coin the term hyper-cylinder- here, but an equivalent definition
to the following is given in [39].
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DEFINITION 23. Let :F = {X, We}eEE be an IFS with a unique invariant set K.

c

Let L

E* be such that no two elements of L are comparable under ~.l Define

We call KL the hypercylinder corresponding to L.
It is easily checked that

nU
(X)

lHI(K) =

KL

k=l LeEk

Lio0

and [KLI

Ek, L

-----+

=I 0}

0 as k

-----+ 00.

Furthermore, if :F satisfies the SSC, then {KL

L

c

partitions 1HI (UaEEk Xa).

Consider for the moment the case of the Cantor Middle Third Set, C. There
are 2k cylinders at level-k, each of which has diameter 3- k . When we attempt
to re-scale the diameters of the cylinders in order to estimate dimH C, we choose
8

= log 2/ log 3 so that 3- sk = 2- k . Now notice that there are 22k -1 hypercylinders

at level-k, each of which has diameter 3- k . In order to estimate the dimension of
lHI(C) we might then rescale these diameters by

so that (22k - 1)~b(3-k) ~ 1. It is here that one can most easily see the origin of
the form of the gauge functions in the theorems to follow.
The first lemma we give is the main innovation that has allowed us to
directly extend the hyperspace arguments from the hyperspace of a symbol space
to the hyperspace of a more general fractal. \Ve apply it to a study of the relative
distances, or gaps, between the cylinder sets.
1 For

the definition of ::S, see §1.1.2.
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FIGURE 3.1 - Situation motivating gap analysis .
Recall from §1. 3.1 the following heuristic: in order to relate an invariant
measure to a Hausdorff measure, one needs two ingredients:
1. One needs precise controls over what values the invariant measure takes on

the cylinder sets; and
2. One needs precise controls over the number of cylinder sets that a given set
of diameter 6 can intersect.
The measure constructed in [39] satisfies the first property, but only satisfies the
second property when restricted to hyperspaces of a symbol spaces, lHI(EOO).
To see this , suppose we have the compact sets Xi C X depicted in Fig-

is easy to see that

Now suppose the sets containing the X i are cylinders at some level of an IFS
construction. If we consider the sets U1 ,U2 C lHI(X) defined by U1

U2 = {A , B )C}, then

ILh I = IU2 1,

= {A , B} and

but the constituent sets of U2 intersect more

cylinders than tha.t of UJ . Since the diameter of an arbitrary collection of compact
subsets of X is unaffected by the number of cylinders that its constituent sets
intersect, we have no way of controlling how many hypercylinders such a collection
can intersect. Thus any hope constructing a measure that satisfies the second of
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the above properties is lost unless we can force some situation where

lUll -=1= IU2

1

if

the constituent sets of the Ui intersect different numbers of cylinders. In order to
force this situation, however, we need only have the cylinder diameters be small
enough relative to the gaps. The following lemma makes precise this notion.
LEMMA 3.1. Let

Fe be a GDIFS consisting of conformal maps satisfying the

sse with invariant set list (Kv)VEV'
{bl : I

E L} partitions

Fix v E V and let L

and FEU, then U ~

be such that

(Ev)A' For F E lHI(Kv) define
L(F) = {, E L : Jry

rrU ~ lHI(Kv) satisfies

c (Ev)'A

lUI < a

nF

-=1=

0}.

where

lCL(F)'

Proof. Suppose T E lHI(Kv) is such that Tn Jry = 0 for some I E L(F). Then
since F n Jry

-=1=

T. FEU, then
and

lUI <

0, dH(T, F) 2':

lUI 2':

a. But this in turn means if U ~ lHI(Kv) is such that

a, a contradiction. So any set U ~ lHI(Kv) satisfying FEU

a satisfies Tn Jry

-=1=

0 for

every T E U, I E L(F). A similar argument

shows that any set U ~ lHI(Kv) satisfying FEU and

lUI < a satisfies Tn

for every T E U, I E L \ L(F). It follows that U ~

lCL(F)

lUI

< a.

Jry

=0

whenever FEU and

0

REMARK 4. Since similitudes are special cases of conformal maps. Lemma 3.1

covers the case of self-similar GDIFS. Also, since an IFS may be viewed as a GDIFS
where the lVlFwldin-\Villiams graph has only one vertex, Lemma 3.1 covers the case
of CIFS.
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We now address the case of the hyperspace of a graph-self-similar set in JRd.
We first define the sizes of the gaps between cylinders, which will be critical in our
analysis. Define

and
9

= min{gv : v E V}.

So gv represents the closest that two points from distinct level-1 cylinders in Jv can
get to one another, and 9 represents the closest that two points from any distinct
level-1 cylinders can get to one another. Recall that we are considering the seed
sets under the metrics {dv }VEV, and that under these metrics each seed set has
diameter less than 1, hence 9 < 1. We then choose the parameter u by letting

0< u <

Tming.

This parameter will play the analogous role to the parameter u in the proof of
Theorem 3.2 in [39]. We also wish to define modified levels as is done in McClure's
proof. To this end define

<

T,

= inf { d(x, y) : x

E

Note that it follows that

Tmin1i

~

uk

for each

r

E £'i{ Finally we define the

modified-level-k gap size by
g~

J" y

E

JT , r

# T, r, TEL%}.

So g~ represents the closest that two points from distinct modified-level-k cylinders
in J v can get to one another. We proceed with some analysis of gap sizes.
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PROPOSITION 3.1.

Proof. Fix rJ

E

Let rJ E E'A) then

E'A. Applying the definition of 9v we see that

inf{d(x,y): x E J7] el'Y E J7] e2} = inf{d(w7](x),w7](Y)): x E JellY E J e2 }

= inf{r7]d(x, y) : x

E Jell Y E J e2 }

= r7]inf{d(x,y): x

E

JellY E Je2 }

o
PROPOSITION 3.2. 91:: ~

Proof. Fix k

~

1 and let

"T

common ancestor of , and
and

T

=

fIT'.

for all k

Uk+l

E

~ 1.

L% be such that,

i= T.

Let rJ E E'A be the greatest

This means there exist ,', T' E E'A such that, = rJ,'

T.

Again we have J'Y C Jmi and JT C J7] Ti' It follows from Proposition

3.1 and by our choice of 1j, that

inf{d(x,y): x E J'Y'y E JT} ~ inf{d(x,y):.1: E J7]'Yi'y E J7]TJ

>
_ r 7]9 >
_ r'Y 9 >
_
As "T E

Lie were arbitrary

(such that,

i= T),

rmin 11,

k

9 >
_ Uk+l .

it follows that 91:: ~

1j,k+l.

0

"rith Proposition 3.2 in mind, we make parameter choices and proceed to
construct a measure on JHI(Kv). We make the following parameter choices: fix
(3

= 1/11,8

0

,

5

<

50

parameters Lv and
while

(};v

and let Lv
(J~

= #Ly, ,B~ = 1/u8, and

o;v

= maxC~~g~V, 1}. The

are the GDIFS analogues of parameters in McClure's proof,

is introduced to correct a small gap in his induction argument. Recall

that the Perron numbers {Av }VEV and the invariant measure list (/1v)vEV satisfy
_

{J;b)

80

Atb) )

(J,) - r, ( ~
1·b)
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So

for every, E

EA'

McClure uses the very strong property that the Hausdorff

measure of a cylinder for a self-similar symbol space satisfies 1-{80 ([(T])

= I [(TWo,

but as this property is only used for counting purposes, the weaker property stated
above in terms of the invariant measures will suffice. Define
28
,
)
/\max

c*

=

(

0

Amin

and choose Ps E (0,1) such that (3~ < Ps(3, choose j* EN such that ~* < l/c*, and
choose j > j* such that

(3~

( P8(3

)j <~.
(3

Since u < 1 it follows that JYs(3j-l > ((3~)j > l. In addition we define for , E L~!

(m :S k),

Lt, =

{T E

L~

: T is a descendant of,}.

Again, Ps and j are chosen analogously to parameters in McClure's proof, while j*
and c* are chosen to allow the graph-directed setting. Throughout this section,

L

=

and

Lv,

f3' =

(X

=

(Xv, and Lk

f3~, P

= Ps

=

L~

will be understood to depend on v E V,

will be understood to depend on

S

<

So·

The point in defining the set Lk is that the levels are much easier to deal
with when their diameters satisfy some approximate uniformity. This nice property
comes at a cost, however, in the form of lost knowledge of the cardinalities of the
levels. We have the following lemma to help us overcome this issue. Note that the
method of argument is the same as that in [39], but the proof uses the invariant
measure instead of the Hausdorff measure and has been adjusted to allow the extra
parameters.
LEMMA 3.2. The following inequalities hold
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Proof. Using the definitions of Lk and u we have

and
,
) So
Atb)

S

f-Lib)(J,) = r,o

(

~
ALb)

S

2: (u 0)

k+l ( Amin
,
) So

~

1

=

Amax

( 'Amin )

(3k+l

-A-

So

max

for every 'Y ELk. In particular this means that

which is a contradiction. Hence #L k" <

(Amax/ Amin)

2s

o {3k

and it follows that

L #L k" < L (~m~x) 2so {3k = Lc*{3k.

#Lk =

,EL]

mill

A similar line of reasoning gives #Lk > (L/c*){3k-2.
The proof of (2) follows a similar line of reasoning. The additivity of the
invariant measures again gives us
,
Arnin
(

-A111ax

)

80

1
(3kHl

< f-Lib)(J,) <

( Amax
,
)

~
nun

So

1
{3kj

for 'Y E L kj and

which is a contradiction. Hence #L(k+l)j"
the other inequality finishes the proof.

<

C*{3Hl.

A similar argument usmg
D
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The following trivial proposition is omitted in [39], but in the interest of
precision, we state it.
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 111 E N and x, y

1. M

where

>

lx J

l . J and

===? !vI

r .l

2:

> 0,

then

r:r l

denote the floor and ceiling junctions, respectively.

We are finally ready to construct the necessary measure on the hyperspace
that will allow us to compute the lower bound for the dimension. Again, the
argument is essentially the same as that in [39], but with a few gaps and errors
corrected, and with our extra parameters included to allow lHI( Kv) instead of simply

LEMMA 3.3. Let

Fg be a GDIFS satisfying the

sse that

set list (Kv )vEV, For each v E V there exists a constant L'

has unique invariant

= L~

>

°

and a Borel

measure M = Mv supported in lHI( Kv) such that

for ever-y k

2: 1 and every nonempty A r;;;; L kj ·

Proof. Given A r;;;; L kj , define

Ti(A) = _#_A_
L/3kJ -0'
vVe will construct a Cantor net, A, that covers lHI( K) and that satisfies Definition
15. We then let /" be a mass distributing function on A and apply Lemmas 2.1,
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2.2 to get the existence and uniqueness of M. In addition to the properties listed
in Definition 15, however, we will require that A

for each KA E Ak and k 2:
First we let Ao

~

L kj and

o.

= {K{A}} = {lHl(K)} where A denotes the empty string. We

would then like {A} to satisfy

It is easily checked that this is true by our choice of a. Now assume that Ak has
been constructed for k 2: O. We construct

A k +1

by constructing

Ak+l,A

for each

A E A k . An arbitrary descendent KB of KA comes from a set B of the form
B =

U B'Y
'YEA

where B'Y ~ L(k+l)j,'Y is nonempty for each, E A.

Since 7f(A) > pkj / (3k by

assumption, we have
kj
A
>
~
# - (3k L(3k j -n
which means
L8kj-nl > ,,-j-j. I pkj L8kj-nl.
# A 2: II pkj
(3k'
-Y
I (3k '
So we may choose IpJ-j. I(pkj / (3k)L(3kj-nll of the ,'s in A, and call this set AI'
Then we have
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(p- j *)(I/c*)

2
-

It follows from Proposition 3.3 that

(U

L.
.
(k+1)),r

rEAl

Let

A2

=

A \ AI,

>

P

l

then for each

{3k+1

(k+l)j

) r {3k+1
-

J

(k+l~ L{3(k+l)j-a.
J
P

>

#

l

(k+l~

P{3k+1 L{3(k+l)j-a

1

L{3(k+l)j-a> P

-

A E Ak

(k+l)j

(3k+1

L{3(k+l)j-a.

we have shown the existence of at least

one descendant of A of the form

where Ry
such

B

~ L(k+l)j,r

is nonempty for each I E

satisfies property

1T(B)

2

p(k+I)j / (3k+I.

A 2.

By the above inequality any

This shows that

A k+ l

exists given

the existence of At, and the existence of all of A follows by induction. Let K, be
a mass distributing function on A, then by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 we have
that M exists, is unique, is Borel, and satisfies M(lC A ) = K,(lC A ) for every lC A E

A.

To finish the proof we must show the existence of L' > O. We start by
putting a lower bound on

#Ak+I,A,

i.e. the number of

c

B

L(k+l)j

per

A C L kj ,

so as to put an upper bound on M(lC A ). The part of a given B that we get from
Al

is fixed since

from

A2

B

contains all of

is arbitrary so long as

#{ B

: B

descendent of

Br

A}

L(k+1)j,r

1- 0 for

for each I E

each I E

A 2.

AI,

but the part we get

Thus

II (# nonempty subsets of

2

L(k+l)j,r)'

rEA2

By Lemma 3.2(2) we have

#L(k+l)j,r

2 (1/ c*),6 j -1, and so

(# nonernpty subsets of L(k+1)j.r) 2 2(1/c*)6j~1
for each I E A 2 . \,ye also have
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-

1

so

;::: (1 -

1

rl- j·) II ~kkj L(3k j -a

- 1

thus

Since we distribute M(J(A) evenly among the J(B E

Ak+l,A

we have

M(J(A) = (#{B : B descendent of A}) . M(J(B)

or equivalently

We can make the same argument for J(A that we just made for J(B and continue
iteratively to get

M (K A ) :0

IT ((2(1/c.

W'-' -

1) _(1_pH. )(~; LP""ltl)

.

1,=0

Notice that

k-l

= -(1- pj-,i*)L(3-a

L

i=O
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(pji6j-1f

+ k:

Also (1 - pi-j* )Lf3-a is constant in k, and since pJ f3 j . 1 - (pi f3 j - 1)-k
hm pJ'f3'J- 1 - 1
k->oo

1

> 1 we also have

1

pj f3 j -

1

1 -

and

.

k

hm (pJ'f3 J'-l)k
k->oo

= O.

It follows that

> L'

k

(pj f3j-l)k and hence

(""if3j-l)k - 1
-(1- i-j*)Lrr a v
,
+ k -< -L'(p1f3j-l)k
P
pJ {JJ-l - 1
for some constant L' > O. Thus we have that

which completes t.he proof.

D

Given t.he measure M we can comput.e the lower bound for the dimension

THEOREM 3.1. Let

Fg be a GDIFS in ffi.d satisfying the SSe. If (KV)VEV is

the unique invariant set list faT Fg and dimH Kv

=

So

faT each v E V, then

Proof. The proof will follow by applying Corollary 1.2 to the measure const.ruct.ed

in Lemma 3.3.
Let v E V be arbitrary and let. M = Mv be the measure on lHI(Kv) constructed in Lemma 3.3. Fix F E lHI(I<v) and let L(F) be as defined in Lemma 3.1
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where L = L%j (note that this in turn means a = 9kj)' Recall from the definition
of fLi5(X) that

Mukj+l(F) = sup{M(U) : FEU, U is Borel,
where

U kH1

have that

lUI:::; u kH1 }

plays the role of 6 and F plays the role of x. By proposition 3.2 we

U kH1 :::;

9kj and it follows that

lUI < a for each U.

Hence by Lemma 3.1

U c JCL(F), whence it follows that M(U) :::; M(JCL(F)) for every Borel set U with
FEU and

lUI:::;

U

kH1

.

It follows that M 1L kj+l (F) :::; M(JCL(F))' Finally, since

(3' = 1/ 1}.8 < (3 and ~ (3j -1 > ((3')j, we have that

as k

-------t 00.

Thus D~ (F, (u kj +! h)

:::;

1 and the result follows from Corollary

1.2.

[]
Combining Theorem 3.1 with the theory from Chapter 2, we can give our

first main result of this chapter.
THEOREM 3.2. Let Fg

= {lv, 'We }vEV.eEE be a strongly connected graph-directed

IFS with invariant set list (](v )VEV, Suppose Fg satisfies the following:
1. 'We is a similitude for each e E E,
2. lu C ]Rd is compact for each v E V,
3. Fg satisfies the OSc. 2

ose and sose are equivalent in IR d for GDIFS consisting of
This allows us to assume ose here, but it is very much the sose that is necessary

2Recall that by Theorem 1.1 the
similitudes.

for the argument to be valid.
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Let So

= dimH Kv and define ¢s(t) =

1. }{,Ps(lHI(Kv))

2-(1/i)". Then for all v E V,

= 0 for all s > so, and

2. H¢s(lHI(Kv)) > 0 for all s < so.

Proof. Fix v E V. \Ve first show that H¢s(lHI(Kv))

IJI'I

= rl'At(')') for each

r E E~,

and that rl' <

Uk

= 0 for all s > so. Recall that

for each

r E DIc

This means that

the collection

Recalling from Lemma 3.2(1) that #Lk ::; LC*,f3 k we have

H~:~::k(lHI(Kv)) ::;

k

(2#Lk - 1)1/JN,so(A max U

::; (2LC*(3k _ 1)2 -N

= (2LC*(3k

)

CmL"k )"0

_ l)TNC~aJso(3k

It follows that HV)N.sO (lHI(I{v)) ::; 1. Thus by Corollary 1.1 we have that

for all s > so, which completes the proof of the upper bound.
To prove the lower bound we will combine Theorem 2.2 with Theorem 3.1.
First fix an arbitrary s < So and choose a sub-GDIFS Fe.J that satisfies the SSC
and satisfies s < dimH K v ,i5 =
as 6

-----+

S5

<

So

for each v E V (this is possible since

SJ -----+ So

0 by Theorem 2.2). Notice that K",J ~ Kl' implies lHI(Kv,J) ~ lHI(Kv), hence
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for all s' > O. Now applying Theorem 3.1 we have that

for all s' < Ss. In particular this gives

As s < So was chosen arbitrarily, this completes the proof.
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CHAPTER 4
HYPERSPACE DIMENSIONS FOR SELF-CONFORMAL SETS

4.1

Dimension Computations for Self-Conformal IFS

We proceed in much that same way for hyperspaces of self-conformal sets
that we did for the hyperspaces of graph-self-similar sets. Let c > 0 be the constant
from Corollary 1.5 so that

for all

(J

E E*, x, y, z E X. Now define the gap size

Since we are assuming
that l/u sO

= ,8

IXI =

1 it follows that .9 ::; 1. Let 0

E N. Now fix Zo E

X and define

By Proposition 1.8 and Definition 9 it follows that
rlllinU k

for each

(J

<

IDWa ()I
Zo

ELk' Let

and note that .91

of .9.
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::; U k

<U <

(1/c)rmin9 such

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let'TI E E* and e1, e1 E E such that e1

=J.

e2' then

for all z E X.
Proof. Since XT/el and XT/ e2 are compact, there exist X, f) E X such that

Then by Corollary 1.5 and by the definition of 9 we have

for all z E X.
PROPOSITION 4.2. 9k

D

2:

Uk+1

for all k 2: 1.

Proof. Fix k 2: 1 and' let (J, T E Lk be such that (J =J. T. If (J1 =J. T1 then since

If (Jl = Tl then let 'TI E E* be the greatest common ancestor of (J and T. This means

there exist (J', T' E E* such that (J

=

rw'

and T

= 'TIT'.

Again we have Xa C XrJa~

and X T C XT/T{' By choosing u < (1/c)r m in9 we see that

u k+l =

U . 1L k

<

(1/ c
) rmin9 .

uk .

It then follows from Proposition 4.1 that

inf{d(.T,y)::r E Xa,y EXT} 2: inf{d(x,y): x E XT/a~,y E XT/ T{}

2: QIDw7)(zo)1
c

2: Q
(min IDWo-(zo)l)
Co-ELk
2: 9-rminU k > U k+l .
C

As (J, T E Lh; ,vere arbitrary (such that (J =J.
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T),

it follows that 9k 2: U k+ 1 .

D

Similar to the case with GDIFS, we make the following parameter choices:
Let L

=

#Ll' (3~

= l/u s , and a = max{IOg~~~1M2, I}. Recall from Remark 3

(which followed Lemma 1.8) that there exists a constant M 2: 1 such that

for each

(5

E E*, where /1 is the invariant measure on K. Choose Ps E (0, 1) such

that (3~ < Ps(3, choose j* EN such that p~* < M- 2 , and choose j > j* such that

(3~)j

( Ps(3
In addition we define for

(5

~

< (3'

E Lm (m ::; k),

Lk.a = {T E Lk : T is a descendant of (5}.
Again we will write (3' =
depend upon

5

<

So.

,6~

and

p=

Ps where it is understood that these values

The point in defining the set Lk is that the levels are much

easier to deal with when their diameters satisfy some approximate uniformity.
This nice property comes at a cost, however, in the form of lost knowledge of the
cardinalities of the levels. vVe have the following lemma to help us overcome this
Issue.
LEMMA 4.1. Let all parameters be as defined above, then the following inequalities

hold

Proof. Using the definitions of Lk and u we have
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and

For every ()" ELk' In particular this means that

which is a contradiction. Hence #L k.u < 11/[2 flk and it follows that
#Lk

=

L #Lk,u < Llv12 flk.
uELl

A similar line of reasoning gives #Lk > (Ljjlvf2)flk-2 and completes the proof of

(1) .
The proof of (2) follows a similar line of reasoning. The additivity of the
invariant measure again gives us

for ()" E L kj and
1
lvl/3(k+1)j+1

M

< /1 (Xu ) < ,6(k+1)j

for ()" E L(k+1)j. If we assume #L(k+1)j,u 2: 11/1 2/3j+1 where ()" E L kj , then

which is a contradiction. Hence #L(k+1)j.u < 1\112(31+ 1. A similar argument using
the other inequality finishes the proof.

D
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LEMMA 4.2. Let

Fe be a conformal IFS satisfying the

variant set K. There exists a constant L'

sse that

has unique in-

> 0 and a Borel measure M supported

in lHI(K) such that

for every k ;:::: 1 and every nonempty A
Proof. Given A

~

~

L kj .

L kj ) define

Jf(A) _

#A

- LM-2(3kJ-O:

We will construct a Cantor net, A, that covers lHI(K) and that satisfies Definition
15. We then let", be a mass distributing function on A and apply Lemmas 2.1,
2.2 to get the existence and uniqueness of M. In addition to the properties listed

in Definition 15, however, we will require that A

~

L kj and

pkj

Jf(A) > -

for each IC A E Ak and k ;::::
First we let Ao

=

16 k

o.

{IC{A}}

=

{lHI( K)} where A denotes the empty string. We

would then like {A} to satisfy

It is easily checked that this is true by our choice of
been constructed for k ;::::

o.

We construct

Ak+1

0'.

Now assume that Ak has

by constructing

Ak+1,A

for each

A E A k . An arbitrary descendent IC B of IC A comes from a set B of the form

L (k+l)j,u
w11ere B. u C
_

1S

nonemp t y f·or eac11

assumption, we have
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(J

E A.

Sl·llce r(A)
/I

> p
kj ,
/6 k bY

which means

AI. Then we have

#(

U L(k+l)j,(T) = L

crEAl

(#L(k+l)j,cr)

crEAl

2: (#Ad· (min{#L(k+l)j,cr})
crEAl

> (y-j*)

1~~LM-2jJkj-al

(1/M 2 )(jJj-l)

2: (p-j*)(1/M 2) lp;k:l;j LM- 2jJ(k+ I )j-aJ

> lp(k+I)j LM-2jJ(k+I)j-aJ
-

(]k+1

.

i

It follows from Proposition 3.3 that

#(

L
.) > rp(k+l)j LlI;[-2 r-/(k+l)j-al > p(k+l)j LM-2 r-/(k+l)j-a
(k+llJ,cr - I jJk+1
jJk+1
U
crEAl
fJ

-

fJ

.

Let A2 = A \ AI, then for each A E Ak we have shown the existence of at least
one descendant of A of the form

where Bry

<:;;;

L(k+I)j"1 is non empty for each

r

E A 2. By the above inequality any

such B satisfies property K(B) 2: p(k+I)j / jJk+l. This shows that A k+ 1 exists given
the existence of Akl and the existence of all of A follows by induction. Let I,. be
a mass distributing function on A, then by Theorem 1.3 and Lemma 1.2 we have
that M exists, is unique, is BoreL and satisfies M(IC A) = I'i(IC A) for every IC A E A.
To finish the proof we must show the existence of L' > O. We start by
putting a lower bound on #AI.:+l.A, i.e. the number of B

c L(k+l)j per A

C L kj1

so as to put an upper bound on M(IC A ). The part of a given B that we get from
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Al is fixed since B contains all of

L(k+1)j;y

from A2 is arbitrary so long as B"( =I-

#{B: Bdescendentof A} 2:

0 for

for each

each

rEAl,

r E A 2.

but the part we get

Thus

II (# nonempty subsets of

L(k+l)j,,,()'

,,(E A 2

By Lemma 4.1(2) we have

(# nonempty subsets of L(k+l)j,,,() 2:
for each

r

2(I/M2)(3j-l -

1

E A 2 . We also have

so

thus

Since we distribute M(K A ) evenly among the KB E A k +1.A we have

M(K A ) = (#{B : B descendent of A}) . /-L(K B)

or equivalently
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We can make the same argument for KA that we just made for KB and continue
iteratively to get

M(K A )

::;

IT

((2(1/ M2 l!3j-l _

1)-(1-pi-j*)(~LM-2!3ij-Ql+l)

.

z=o

Notice that

k-l

= -(1 - pi-j* )LM- 2 {3-a

L (pi {3j-l r + k
i=O

= -(1- pi-j*)LM-2{3-a(pi{3j~1)k -1
pJ {3J-l - 1

+ k.

Notice that (1 - pJ-j* )LM- 2 {3-a is constant in k, and since pi {3j-l > 1 we also
have

and
k

lim (pJ.{3J-1
. )k = O.
k---->oo
It follows that
1- (cnJ(]J-1)-k
(1 - pi-j* )LA1- 2 ,B- a - - ._F_,_ _
pJ {3J-1 - 1

k

-(p-j{3-J"---'---'1)-'--k >
- L'

and hence

for some constant L' > O. Thus we have that

o

which completes the proof.
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THEOREM 4.1. Let:Fe be a conformal IFS in

unique invariant set for:Fe and dimH K

= So,

IRd satisfying the SSe. If K is the

then H¢s(lHI(K)) > 0 for all s < so.

Proof. The proof will follow by applying Corollary 1.2 to the measure constructed

in Lemma 4.2.
Let M be the measure on lHI(K) constructed in Lemma 4.2. Fix F E lHI(K)
and let L(F) be as defined in Lemma 3.1 where L
means a

where

=

gkj).

Ukj+l

have that

Recall from the Definition of

f.18(X)

=

L kj (note that this in turn

that

plays the role of <5 and F plays the role of x. By Proposition 4.2 we

Ukj+l

S

gkj

and it follows that

lUI

< a for each U. Hence by Lemma 3.1

U c IC L (F), whence it follows that M(U) S M(IC L (F)) for every Borel set U with
FEU and
{3'

lUI

S

Ukj+l.

It follows that MukH1 (F) S M(IC L (F)). Finally, since

= l/u s < {3 and pJ {3j~l >

as k

-----7

00.

Thus D~ (F,

({3')j,

(l1,kj+l

we have that

h)

S 1 and the result follows from Corollary

o

1.2.
THEOREM 4.2. Let:Fe

= {X, 11J e }eEE be a conformal IFS satisfying the

described in Definition 9, and let K be the invariant 8et. Let
~.
dcfi,ne
CPs ( t ) -_ 2-(llt)S . Then H cb s ( lHI ( K

for all

8

))

=

< so.
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80

sose as

= dimH K and

0 for all s > so, and H cb s ( lHI ( K

))

>0

Proof. We first show that 1{,Ps (1HI( K))
~

that there exists a constant c

for all z E X and all
for all

(J"

(J"

=

0 for all

>

8

80'

Recall by Corollary 1.5

1 such that

E E*. By the construction of L k , this says that

IXal ::; cu k

ELk. This means that the collection

forms a (cuk)-cover of 1HI( K). Let N > CSO Lc* and define
0/' '.
'f/1\.80

(t) = 2- N (1/t)SO.

Recalling from Lemma 4.1(1) that #Lk ::; LC*,B k we have
'L/'lj)N.sO
IL~

(lHI(K)) <
_

(2#Lk _

1)0/'
(cuk
'f/~~

::; (2 LC *(3k _

1)2-NC~k )'0

=

1)2- Nc - so (3k

(2Lc*(3k _

::; 2Lc*(3k_Nc-so(3k ::;

It follows that

for all

8

1{1PN,so

)

1.

(1HI( K)) ::; 1. Thus by Corollary 1.1 we have that

> 80, which completes the proof of the upper bound.

To prove the lower bound we will combine Theorem 2.3 with Theorem 4.1.

<

80

< dimH K5 =

85

First fix an arbitrary
satisfies

8

8

and choose a sub-IFS

<

Theorem 2.3). Notice that K8

~

So

Fc,lj

that satisfies the SSC and

(this is possible since

K implies 1HI(K8)
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~

88 ----+ So

lHI(K), hence

as <5

----+

0 by

for all

8'

> 0. Now applying Theorem 4.1 we have that

for all

8'

<

As

8

<

80

8J.

In particular this gives

was chosen arbitrarily, this completes the proof.

4.2

o

Example: A Conformal Cantor Set

In order to illustrate the dimension computations given in this chapter we
will consider the case of a conformal Cantor set, i.e. a set akin to the classical
Cantor Middle Third Set but with conformal maps and unequal contraction ratios.
Let X

= [0,1] and consider the IFS :F = {X, W1, wd where

and
w·'()
x
1

= -8x + 825

15

for i = 1, 2.1 In this situation, the contractions are a local (as opposed to a global)
property. We can see however that

for all

.1:

E X.

compact set K

So

c

rmin

= 8/25 and

rmax

= 16/25 and :F has a unique invariant

X which is a Cantor set. \\le also numerically compute the

IThc coefficients in this example are chosen to exhibit the gap error described at the beginning

of §3.2.
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Level(k)

9k

max

aELk+l

IXal

1

0.04000000

0.48000000

2

0.01056807 0.19046400

3

0.00232528

0.06675273

4

0.00077564

0.02207382

FIGURE 4.1- Table of gap sizes relative to maximum cylinder lengths.
constant c

~

2.13592 for which

for all ()" E E*, x EX.
We will first define the levels as in [39] and show where that proof breaks
down, thus motivating our study of the gaps. Fix

where E

Zo

= 0 and define

= {I, 2}.2 We can directly observe the first few levels with this formula-

tion:

Ll = {I, 2}

L2 = {11,21,121, 122,221,222}
L3 = {111,211,1211,2211, 1121,2121, 1221,2221,12121,22121,11221,

12122,22122,11222,21221,21222, 12221, 12222,22221, 22222}.
A numerical check using a VBA program yields the table in figure 4.1. Clearly
it is possible that there are cylinders at level-(k

+ 1)

21n order to mimic [39] we should technically consider

uk

with diameters larger than
where

11,

<

Tmin

instead of T~1in.

For the purpose of highlighting the flaws in the clirect application of the arguments from [39],
however, we may simply consider T~ill.
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the length of the smallest level-k gap gk. This causes a breakdown in McClure's
measure estimate as we will now see.
Recall in the proof of Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 that we defined MukH1 (F)
which in this example would be

M r kHl(F) = sup{M(U) : FEU, U is Borel, lUI
mill

s r~i~l}.

If the hypotheses of these theorems had been followed in this example, we would
~ KL(F),

have U

but this is not the case. Consider two consecutive cylinders

from L kj , say Xa and X T , separated by a single gap, say (x, y) (i.e.

x is the

right endpoint of Xa and y is the left endpoint of X T ). Suppose further that the
largest cylinder from L kj + 1 is an interval

I

that satisfies

III ;: :

9kj

= Ix - YI. Let

F = {x,y} U I and let U = {{x} U I, F}. We then have

-' I <
lUI -- IX.IJ

III <_ rmin
kj+l .

Hence U is in the collection of elements over which we take the supremum in the
computation of MrkHl(F). But clearly {x}
mm

n X = 0 and so U
T

%KL(F).

This

shows that there are sets U allowable in the definition of Mrkj+J (F) for which
mIn

U

M

%KL
kHl

r min

for any L C L k j+l. At this point we have very little information about

(F) and our estimate is lost.
Given this breakdown in the argument, we turn to our gap study to correct

the issue. Now, instead of defining

we define

where'U S (1/3) . (8/25)· (1/50) < (l/e)·

rmin .

g.

We will choose

II

= 1/500. Now,

if we consider any gap at level-kj with length g', it follows from Proposition 3.2
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that
g'
for all

k
>
_ g,.
kJ >
_ U j+l > IXa I

E L k j+l. Thus if F E JHI(K) and U

(J

be the case that either U C

ICL(F)

or

c

JHI(K) is Borel with FEU, it must

lUI> 11,kj+l.

Now that this issue is resolved, we continue with the dimension computation
by choosing values for the parameters. 3 Define

The levels will grow much faster with this choice of

11,

as the sets contract much

more quickly. For example, even Ll as defined here contains more strings than L4
with the previous definition, since u < r~ill' A numerical computation in VBA
gives L

=

#Ll

=

314. We also numerically determine
80

= dimH K

~

0.94383

so that
6=

1

Choose

8

<

80,

a = 1 (since L

say

8

u~so ~

352.6703.

= 0.9, then we also get the parameters

(3~ ~

268.5796, and

< (3). From Remark 3 there exists a constant AI > 0 such that

where 11, is the self-conformal measure. The parameter 1\11 is difficult to simulate,
but its value should be somewhat close to that of c.

For safety we will take

111 = 5 > 2c. Choose p = 0.8, .7* = 15 and .7 = 120 so that
and

6' )
( p·6
_1-

3The upper bound computation is trivial and is omitted.
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s

<_1
/{

By Lemma 4.1 we have that
12.56 . 352.6703 k- 2 < #Lk < 7850 . 352.6703 k

and
(1/25) . 352.6703 119 < #L 120 (k+l),,,( < 25· 352.6703

121

for each I E L120k.4
We will now construct the Cantor net, A. Let Ao

{lHI(K)}

where A is the empty string. We want all levels to satisfy

pkj

7r(A) > -

0.8120k

> ------;-k

- (3k - 352.6703

where 7r(A) is defined by

7r(A) =

#A

LM-2{3kj-a

#A
314.5- 2 . 352.6703120k-l .

Clearly at level-O we have

7r( {A}) = 314- 1 ·25·352.6703 >

~~.

Notice here that if a = 0 as in the proof in [39], 5 we would have 7r( {A}) < ~~, and
we would be unable to begin the inductive construction of A.
For the inductive step, suppose we have constructed Ak which satisfies

7r (A)

0 S120k

~ 352.6703k

f or eac11 A E A k. Th·IS means

kj
314
P
_LNr 2(jkj-a > . 0.8 120k · 352.6703 119k - l .
# A>
- ,Bk
'
- 25
We may then choose
314
314
08 120k
0.8105 . _ . 0.8 120k . 352.6703119k-l = 0.8 105 . ..
. 352.6703120k-l
25
25 352.6703 k
4Unfortunately it is the nature of conformal systems that the values of the parameters involved
quickly become very ugly.
5The parameter (} is not considered in [39], which leaves it effectively as zero.
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of these strings to take all descendants of when forming B E A k + 1 . As each level120k string has at least (1/25) .352.6703 119 descendants at level-(120(k

+ 1)),

we

have

o 8120k · 352.6703120k-1 )
#B > ( 0.8105. -314 . .
25 352.6703 k
0.8- 15

314

25

25

> __ . _

0

..

8120(k+1)

1

.
25

352.6703 119 )

· 352.6703 120 (k+1)-1

352.6703k+1

314

0 8120(k+1)

25

352.6703k+1

> _..
-

(

· 352.6703 120 (k+1)-1

which shows that 7r(B) 2: 305~1:;~~:~1.

This shows the existence of Ak+l glVen

the existence of A k , and the existence of all of A follows by induction.
Following the proof of Lemma 3.3 it is straighforward to see that

for some L' > O. Since U C

M u120k+l ('F)

KL(F)

---,-----,--:-:-:-,.<
Q)s(V,120k+1) -

as argued above, it then follows that

M(V
)
,"-' L(F)
<PsCU120k+1)

2-L'(O,8120352,6703119)k

<
-

2-(P')120k+l

-7

0

the convergence of which can be quickly checked numerically. The lower bound
follows from Corollary l.2.
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CHAPTER 5
MOTIVATION AND FUTURE RESEARCH

In this dissertation we have computed the Hausdorff gauge functions (i.e.
dimensions) of the hyperspaces of graph-self-similar and self-conformal sets in JRd.
Our motivation for addressing this problem was twofold. First, in recent work by
Barnsley, Hutchinson, and Stenfio, the theory of Superfractals has been introduced
(see [4], [5]). The idea behind a superfractal is to consider the hyperspace JHI(K)
as a fractal in and of itself, and to define a super- IFS on the hyperspace where
each "map" is itself and IFS on K. In this promising new field it is worthwhile to
provide a method of dimension classification that is commensurate with treating a
hyperspace as a fractal in and of itself. While the methods developed by McClure
and generalized here do not fully provide this classification, they are a conceptual
first step.
The second motivating factor has to do with Bandt's theorem in [2]. In
recent work, Elekes and Keleti have begun to study so-called dirnensionless or
immeasurable compact sets in JR (see [15], [20]). These are compact sets for which

the /-L-measure is either zero or non-iJ-finite for any translation invariant measure JL
Bandt's theorem shows that hyperspaces are examples of compact dimensionless
sets that do no lie in R

While the results of this dissertation provide no direct

insight into the study of the dimensionless properties of hyperspaces, the author
put forth much effort into constructing nice measures on JHI( K) prior to finding
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Bandt's result, and hopes that the insight gained in these pursuits will aid in his
future study of hyperspaces using the methods of Elekes and Keleti.
Given the motivation for, and realization of, the results in this dissertation,
we would now like to consider the further research that most naturally follows from
this current work.
Firstly, the results here concern fractals in

"[Rd,

and clearly one would hope

to extend this discussion to more general metric spaces. The reader will notice that
many of the arguments in this work seem to not rely on the particular properties of
"[Rd,

and in fact there are only a few key properties that are crucially used, namely:

1. It is assumed that the

sose and ose are equivalent

2. It is assumed that for an arbitrary point x and an arbitrary
necessarily exists a point y with d(.T,y)
3. It is assumed that dimH K

=

dimB K

=

E

> 0, there

E

= dimE K for any set K where on

value is well-defined
These properties hold in particular in

"[Rd,

with assumption 1 holding for the partic-

ular types of IFS under consideration. In a general metric space assumption 1 does
not hold and

sose would have to be assumed in order to extend our results using

our presented arguments. Our arguments are still valid if we weaken assumption
2 to say that there exists c > 0 independent of x and
exists y with d(x, y) 2

CE.

E

such that for all x there

In order to retain our arguments for conformal systems,

at least this much would have to be assumed. Assumption 3, in particular lemma
1.1 mayor may not hold in a general metric space, and this issue would need some
resolution in order to facilitate the generalization of the current theory beyond

"[Rd.

The author assumed this would have already been a resolved issue, but again the
entropy index is not at all a commonly studied value.
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Another natural extension of the results contained herein would involve
considering GDIFSs consisting of conformal maps.

This would clearly contain

both the self-similar GDIFS and conformal IFS cases, and would allow for the
approximations of Julia sets in a manner similar to the constructions of Edgar and
Golds in [18]. The Edgar/Golds construction is an interesting one which we now
outline.
Suppose Fg,c = {Jv , We}vEV,eEE is a conformal GDIFS in IRd that satisfies
the SOSC, then int(Jv ) n Kv -=I-

0 for

each v E V. Fix k ~ 1 and pick points

x, E int(J,)nKih) for each r E E~. Choose ~(r) E Eth) such that KE.h) C int(J,).
In addition choose ((r) E E;(E.h))v such that ~(r)((r) E Eth)ih)' Then define the
approximating IFS Fc,g,k = {JE.h)(h) ' weE.h)(h)} ,EE~ .eEE·
This construction is very similar to the sub-IFS construction developed in
this dissertation, but with a few glaring differences.

The clearest difference is

that the invariant sets Kv,k C Kv from the Edgar/Golds construction will never
intersect the boundaries of the Jv's.

This is in contrast to the sets K v,8 from

the sub-IFS construction which will likely intersect the boundaries of cylinders.
The benefit of the Edgar/Golds method is that it uses only the GDIFS, hence
it is computationally efficient. The sub-IFS construction in general employs the
Axiom of Choice, which means in order for it to even be constructive there must
be case-by-case and level-by-Ievel arguments for optimality of the packings.
There is a penalty to be paid for this computational efficiency, however,
111

that there is no argument given in [18] and [26] for the convergence of the

dimensions. The following theorem is given
THEOREM (Edgar and Golds, 1999). Let T~ be the lower lipschitz constants of

the maps

We

and consider the M a1Lldin- Williams gmph (V g r~). Let
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81

be the

FIGURE 5.1 - Non-conformal Sierpirlski Triangles
dimension of the graph and let
The values

80

and

81

80

= dimH K u ) then

80

2:

81 '

are of course equal in the case t hat the

We

are similar-

ities. This theorem provides an easy to compute lower bound for the dimension of
the approximating Cantor sets, and numerical approximations of the dimensions of
Julia sets are considered and compared to the methods of McMullen in [40] which,
"provides evidence that [their] methods are correct." At no point is it argued that
the values

81

converge to the Hausdorff dimension of the larger fractal.

For the reasons mentioned above, it is implausible that the Edgar/ Golds
construction and the sub-IFS construction can realize the same sequence of Cantor sets for a particular system. It is possible, however , that the dimensions of
the Cantor sets from the Edgar/ Golds sequence might be bounded below by the
dimensions of the Cantor sets from the sub-IFS sequence. Were this shown to
be true and should the convergence arguments of this dissertation be extended
to conformal GDIFS , the missing convergence argument in the Edgar/ Golds construction would be provided. This would be a useful development , as Edgar and
Golds use their construction to efficiently approximate the dimensions of particular
Julia sets, which have proven notoriously difficult to compute.
In addition to extending the GDIFS arguments to allow conformal maps , it

III

would be interesting to extend the IFS arguments to allow non-conformal maps.
In addition to providing very beautiful pictures such as non-conformal Sierpinski
triangles (see Figure 5.1), non-conformal invariant sets are as of yet a wide-open
research frontier. Very little is known about their dimension computations, and
as such computations tend to be easier when the SSC is satisfied, a Cantor set
approximation theorem for non-conformal invariant sets would provide a ready
way to extend the SSC theorems to the OSC case as they arise.
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CHAPTER 6
CONCLUSION

In this dissertation we have computed the Hausdorff dimensions of the hyperspaces of certain classes of fractals in lP?d, namely graph-self-similar and selfconformal fractals.
We first performed an analysis of the gaps between the cylinders in the
geometric constructions of the fractals. We give a general result that gives conditions for which the diameters of the sets in a covering of the fractal are small
enough with respect to the sets relative distances in order to insure some nice
geometric properties (Lemma 3.1). We then performed case specific analyses on
the graph-directed and self-conformal fractals, respectively, in order to apply the
general lemma (Propositions 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2).
\tVith the appropriate geometric properties in hand, we proceeded to construct measures on the fractals. We did this by constructing coverings that were
consistent with the aforementioned gap analyses, and then by constructing measures relative to these coverings which satisfied a particular boundedness condition
(Lemmas 3.3, 4.2). The properties of these measures allowed us to apply a known
density lemma to compute the dimensions of the hyperspaces (Theorems 3.1, 4.1).
Finally, we constructed approximations of more general fractals by choosing sub-IFS that satisfied some appropriately chosen geometric conditions. We
showed that the dimensions of the sub-attractors given by the sub-IFS in fact ap-
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proximate the dimensions of the big attractors (Theorems 2.2, 4.1) which allowed
us to generalize these results further (Theorems 3.2,4.1).
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INDEX
Gibbs Measure, 44

{dV }VEV, 38
s- nested packing, 47

Hausdorff gauge function, 30

Bounded Distortion Principle, 43

1-{s,

hypercylinder, 78

Cantor set, 6

hyperspace, vi, 1

C, see Cantor set
conformal IFS, see iterated function systern

see Hausdorff Measure

lHl(X) , see hyperspace
IFS, see iterated function system

conformal map, 12

invariant measure, 21

cylinder set

invariant set, 5

IFS, 16

invariant set list, 11

symbol space, 14

iterated function system, 5

diameter of 1" 15, 38

conformal, 13

diameter of X, 15

graph directed (GDIFS), 10, 11

dimension

with probabilities, 20

box, 18

lipeomorphism, 28

entropy index, 19
Mauldin-\Villiams graph, 10
generalized Hausdorff, 31
Hausdorff, 27
hyperspace for conformal IFS, 101
hyperspace for GDIFS, 91

OSC, see separation condition
Peres, et. a1. Theorem, 9, 62
Pressure

GDIFS, see iterated function system

definition, 44
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s-nested packing, 47
self-referential equation, 5, 11
self-similar IFS, 6
separation condition
open set condition, 7
strong open set condition, 9
strong separation condition, 6
Sierpiriski triangle, 8
similitude, 6

sasc,

see separation condition

SSC, see separation condition
string, see symbol space
sub-IPS construction
conformal IFS, 62
IFS, 51
symbol space, 13
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